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VICTORIA SELMAN

A mind-blowing, unputdownable serial killer
thriller of a very different kind – perfect for
fans of Mindhunter and Criminal Minds.

‘Victoria Selman is an exciting and powerfully
fresh voice’ Patricia Cornwell
‘Gravely compelling, sophisticated, terrifying’
Chris Whitaker

Thriller (FH)
Hardback £14.99 9781529420647
Royal 352 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529420654
Ebook 9781529420661
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Twelve-year-old Sophie and her mother, Amelia-Rose,
move to London from Massachusetts where they meet
the charismatic Matty Melgren, who quickly becomes
an intrinsic part of their lives. But as the relationship
between the two adults fractures, a serial killer begins
targeting young women with a striking resemblance to
Amelia-Rose.
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TRULY, DARKLY, DEEPLY

When Matty is eventually sent down for multiple murder,
questions remain as to his guilt – questions which ultimately
destroy both women. Nearly twenty years later, Sophie
receives a letter from Battlemouth Prison informing her
Matty is dying and wants to meet. It looks like Sophie might
finally get the answers she craves. But will the truth set her
free – or bury her deeper?

‘Chilling and compulsive, and with a wicked twist.
I loved it’ Cara Hunter
‘An absorbing and captivating read, this held me
in its thrall from beginning to end. Brilliant!’
SJ Watson

Victoria Selman is the author of the critically
acclaimed Ziba MacKenzie series. Her debut novel,
Blood for Blood, was shortlisted for the CWA Debut
Dagger Award. Victoria holds certificates in criminal
profiling and criminal psychology and co-hosts Crime
Time FM with Barry Forshaw and Paul Burke.
7 JULY 2022
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THE RUINS

PHOEBE WYNNE
Behind every strong woman is a girl
who survived . . .
Amidst the glamour of the French Riviera lies the
crumbling façade of Château de Sètes, a small slice
of France still held by the British aristocracy. Long since
abandoned, the château is now up for sale, and two
people are desperate to get their hands on it despite
its terrible history.
Summer, 1985: Ruby has stayed at the château with
her family every summer of her twelve years. It was her
favourite place to be, away from the strictures of her
formal childhood, but this year uninvited guests descend,
and everything is about to change . . .
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA),
Suspense (FH)
Hardback £16.99 9781529408812
Royal 400 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529408829
Ebook 9781529408836
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

As the intense August heat cloaks the château, the adults
start to lose sight of themselves. Old disputes arise,
tempers heighten, morals loosen, and darkness begins to
creep around them all. Ruby and her two young friends
soon discover it is best not to be seen or heard as the
summer spirals down to one fateful night and an incident
that can never be undone . . .
Summer, 2010: One of the three girls, now grown-up
and newly widowed, returns to the château, and in her
fight to free herself from its grip, she uncovers what truly
happened that long, dark summer.

-

4

Madam
Paperback £8.99
9781529408768
Ebook 9781529408751

Phoebe Wynne worked in education for eight years,
teaching Classics in the UK and English Language and
Literature in Paris. In 2021 Phoebe published her debut,
Madam, to great acclaim. The Ruins is her second novel.
She is both British and French.
7 JULY 2022

S. G. MACLEAN

A gripping historical thriller set in Inverness
in the wake of the 1746 Battle of Culloden.
Six years after fighting in the Battle of Culloden, Iain
leads a quiet life keeping his bookshop in Inverness.
One day he notices a stranger poring over his shelves.
But the man refuses to say what he’s searching for.
Next morning Iain opens his shop to discover the
mysterious visitor dead. Did he find what he was looking
for and pay for it with his life?

Thriller (FH), Historical Fiction (FV)
Hardback £16.99 9781529414172
Royal 416 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529414189
Ebook 9781529414196
Not For Sale: USA & CAN
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THE BOOKSELLER
OF INVERNESS

S. G. MacLean has written two highly acclaimed series
of historical thrillers, the Alexander Seaton Series and the
Captain Damian Seeker Series.
4 AUGUST 2022

THE TIMBER GIRLS

ROSIE ARCHER

The first in a heartwarming saga series set
during the Second World War. Perfect for
fans of Pam Howes and Elaine Everest.
Working in the greengrocers isn’t fulfilling nineteen-yearold Trixie’s idea of helping the war effort. When she sees
a poster advertising the Women’s Timber Corps she
decides to sign up. Soon she is on her way to Scotland
for training.
Being a Lumberjill is hard, but soon Trixie makes friends
with the other women. Each has a different reason for
signing up and travelling far from home, but running
away from your problems doesn’t make them disappear.
Saga (FT)
Hardback £21.99 9781529419276
Royal 352 pages
Ebook 9781529419283

Rosie Archer has written several series of WW2 sagas.
She has also written a series of gangland sagas under
the name June Hampson.
4 AUGUST 2022
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A MINER’S DAUGHTER

ELIZABETH GILL

From the bestselling author of The Lost
Child comes a family saga of love and loss.
Perfect for fans of Dilly Court.
When Rosalind leaves Durham for London, she is
determined to escape her troubled history and
start again.
There she meets handsome and aristocratic Freddie
Harrington. However, his family will never allow him
to marry a miner’s daughter.
Turning to a close companion for consolation, Rosalind
suddenly finds herself torn between two men, both of
strong passions and fierce ambition.
Sagas (FT), Historical Fiction (FV)
Paperback £6.99 9781529424225
B Format 288 pages
Ebook 9781784292508
Not For Sale: USA

Can she make a choice, or will she lose them both?
Elizabeth Gill has been a published author for more
than thirty years and has written more than forty books.
She lives in Durham City.
18 AUGUST 2022

SKIP TO THE END

MOLLY JAMES

The perfect love story awaits . . . if Amy can
figure out which man she kissed last night!
When Amy Daniels kisses someone for the first time, she
sees how their relationship will end, but she has yet to
find a truly happy ending.
After she drunkenly kisses several men at her friend’s
wedding, she sees three possible endings: two painful,
one perfect.
The problem is, Amy can’t really remember who she
kissed, let alone who the happy ever after belongs to,
but she’s determined to find out . . .
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA),
Romance (FR)
Hardback £16.99 9781529409567
Royal 368 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529409574
Ebook 9781529409598
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

6

A former magazine journalist, Molly James is the
author of 12 escapist novels under a different name.
This book marks the start of a new chapter.
18 AUGUST 2022

EMILY FREUD

A suspenseful psychological thriller with
a shocking twist, perfect for fans of Lia
Middleton, B. A. Paris and Alex Michaelides.
Lauren can’t believe she’s escaped her old life for a new
start with her partner, Paul, and his two young children.
But as she struggles to adjust to motherhood, her fears
grow. And when village rumours begin to swirl about
their house in the woods, Lauren feels ever more isolated
– despite Paul’s reassurances. She wants to trust Paul –
she owes him everything – but how can she, when she
can barely trust herself?

Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99 9781529421811
B Format 368 pages
Ebook 9781529421828
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Emily Freud is the author of My Best Friend’s Secret,
and has worked on award-winning television series.
She lives in London with her family.
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WHAT SHE LEFT BEHIND

1 SEPTEMBER 2022

MURDER IN A MILL TOWN

HELEN COX

The new instalment in the brilliant Kitt Hartley
Yorkshire Mysteries.
When a violent murder shatters the peaceful idyll of
Andaby near Hebden Bridge, DS Charlotte Banks
suspects her ex-convict brother is behind it. So she turns
to the only people who can help in an investigation this
personal: Kitt Hartley and Grace Edwards, of Hartley
and Edwards Investigations. But Kitt and Grace are
about to discover how hard it is to catch a killer hiding
in plain sight . . .

Crime (FF)
Hardback £21.99 9781529421491
Royal 336 pages
Ebook 9781529421514
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Helen Cox is a Yorkshire-born novelist and poet. Helen
currently lives by the sea in Sunderland, where she writes
poetry, romance novellas and the Kitt Hartley Yorkshire
Mystery Series.
1 SEPTEMBER 2022
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MY DARLING DAUGHTER

JP DELANEY

The much-anticipated new thriller from the
million-copy bestselling author of The Girl Before.

The child you never knew knows all your secrets . . .
Out of the blue, Susie Jones is contacted on social
media by Anna, the girl she gave up for adoption
fifteen years ago.
But when they meet, Anna’s home life sounds distinctly
strange to Susie and her husband Gabe. And when
Anna’s adoptive parents seem to overreact to the fact
she contacted them at all, Susie becomes convinced
that Anna needs her help.
Thriller (FH)
Hardback £14.99 9781529423280
Royal 368 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529423297
Ebook 9781529423303
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

But is Anna’s own behaviour simply what you’d expect
from someone recovering from a traumatic childhood?
Or are there other secrets at play here – secrets Susie
has also been hiding for the last fifteen years?
Praise for JP Delaney

‘JP Delaney is King of Thrillers’ Fiona Cummins
‘Dazzling’ Lee Child
‘Ingenious’ New York Times
JP Delaney’s first psychological thriller, The Girl Before,
was an instant Sunday Times and New York Times
bestseller and has sold over a million copies worldwide.
His subsequent books Believe Me, The Perfect Wife, and
Playing Nice were also top ten bestsellers.
15 SEPTEMBER 2022
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Playing Nice
Paperback £8.99
9781529400861
Ebook 9781529400878

The Perfect Wife
Paperback £8.99
9781786488558
Ebook 9781786488541

The Girl Before
Paperback £8.99
9781529419405
Ebook 9781786480279

Believe Me
Paperback £8.99
9781787472426
Ebook 9781787472433

ADRIENNE YOUNG

An evocative, compelling novel of lost love
and the unravelling of a small town and its
many secrets.
Emery’s life changed forever when the love of her life,
August, was accused of murdering her best friend. And
when August returns to Saoirse Island after fourteen
years to bury his mother’s ashes, Emery must confront
her first love and the reason he left so abruptly. But the
town wants August gone again, as his reappearance
threatens the unravelling of their tight-knit community
steeped in magic and long-hidden secrets.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £16.99 9781529425352
Royal 384 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529425314
Ebook 9781529425321
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Adrienne Young is the New York Times bestselling
author of the Fable duology and the Sky in the Deep
duology. She lives in North Carolina.
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SPELLS FOR FORGETTING

27 SEPTEMBER 2022

THE SHADOW MURDERS

JUSSI ADLEROLSEN

The much-anticipated penultimate thriller in
the bestselling Department Q9 series.
When a suicide lands on Detective Carl Mørck’s desk,
he doesn’t understand why it’s come to Copenhagen’s
cold cases division. But his superior believes this suicide
is in fact a murder related to a decades-old unsolved
case. And as Carl and his Department Q colleagues
investigate, they discover it is in fact one of many murders
committed by a cunning, violent serial killer. The team
must race to find the culprit, before it’s too late.

Crime (FF), Thriller (FH)
Hardback £20.00 9781786486233
Royal 480 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781786486240
Ebook 9781786486226
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Jussi Adler-Olsen is Denmark’s #1 crime writer and a
New York Times bestselling author. His books have sold
more than twenty-seven million copies around the world.
27 SEPTEMBER 2022
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BLEEDING HEART YARD

ELLY GRIFFITHS

A breathtaking and gripping new thriller
set in London from the author of The Dr Ruth
Galloway Mysteries.
DS Cassie Fitzgerald has a secret – but it’s one she’s
deleted from her memory. In the 1990s when she was
at school, she and her friends killed a fellow pupil. Thirty
years later, Cassie is happily married and loves her job
as a police officer.

Crime (FF)
Hardback £20.00 9781529409956
Royal 368 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529409963
Ebook 9781529409987
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

One day her husband persuades her to go to a school
reunion and another ex-pupil, Garfield Rice, is found
dead, supposedly from a drug overdose. As Garfield
was an eminent MP and the investigation is high profile,
it’s headed by Cassie’s new boss, DI Harbinder Kaur.
The trouble is, Cassie can’t shake the feeling that one
of her old friends has killed again.
Is Cassie right, or was Garfield murdered by one
of his political cronies? It’s in her interest to skew the
investigation so that it looks like the latter and she
seems to be succeeding.
Until someone else is killed . . .
Elly Griffiths is the bestselling author of The Postscript
Murders, the Dr Ruth Galloway Mysteries and The
Brighton Mysteries. She has won the Edgar Award, the
CWA Dagger in the Library and was shortlisted for the
CWA Gold Dagger for The Postscript Murders.
29 SEPTEMBER 2022
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The Locked Room
Hardback £20.00
9781529409659
Ebook 9781529409680

The Midnight Hour
Hardback £20.00
9781787477582
Ebook 9781787477612

The Night Hawks
Paperback £8.99
9781787477841
Ebook 9781787477827

The Postscript Murders
Paperback £8.99
9781787477650
Ebook 9781787477667

FLORA COLLINS

An addictive psychological thriller of power,
privilege, family secrets and obsession.
Grieving for her father, Sue is thrilled when she runs
into her childhood nanny, Annie. Craving comfort and
connection, Sue is only too eager to welcome Annie
back into her life. But as they grow close once more, she
begins to uncover the truth about Annie’s unsettling time
in her family home all those years ago, and the dark
secrets that bind these women together.
Flora Collins was born and raised in New York City
and has never left, except for a four-year stint at Vassar
College. Nanny Dearest is her debut.
Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99 9781529417838
B Format 368 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529417852
Ebook 9781529417821
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

15 SEPTEMBER 2022
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NANNY DEAREST

APHRODITE AND THE DUKE

J.J. MCAVOY

A second-chance Regency romance written
by a Black woman about Black women that
will appeal to fans of Bridgerton.
Aphrodite Du Bell is a diamond of the first water.
However, this didn’t stop the Duke of Everely from jilting
her and marrying another woman four years ago.
When Aphrodite’s mother summons her back to London,
she has no choice but to acquiesce and is determined to
avoid Evander Eagleman at all costs.
But with each meeting, Aphrodite’s traitorous feelings
make it clear that Evander still holds court over her heart.
Will their love prevail in the end?
Historical Romance (FRH),
Historical Fiction (FV), Romance (FR)
Paperback £8.99 9781529425161
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529425178
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

J.J. McAvoy has written numerous independently
published novels. Her books are bestsellers in Turkey, Israel
and France. She is active and delightful on social media.
18 OCTOBER 2022
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QUEEN HIGH

C. J. CAREY

The thrilling sequel to Widowland. Perfect for
fans of Fatherland and The Handmaid’s Tale.
June, 1955
The Leader has been dead for two years. His assassination,
on British soil, provoked violent retribution of British citizens,
particularly women. Now, more than ever, the Protectorate
is a place of surveillance and isolation – a land of spies.

Thriller (FH), Historical (FV)
Hardback £16.99 9781529412031
Royal 400 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529412048
Ebook 9781529412055
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Widowland
Paperback £8.99
9781529412000
Ebook 9781529412017

12

Every evening Rose Ransom looks in the mirror and
marvels that she’s even alive. A mere woman, her role
in the Leader’s death has been miraculously overlooked.
She still works at the Culture Ministry where her work
now focuses on the outlawed subject of Poetry, a form
of writing that transmits subversive meanings, emotions
and signals that cannot be controlled. Therefore, all Poetry
is banned and Rose is appointed a Poet Hunter.
A government propaganda drive to promote positive
images of women has just been announced. Queen
Wallis will be spearheading the campaign, and Rose has
been tasked with visiting her to explain the plan. When
she arrives at the palace, she finds Wallis in a state of
paranoia, desperate to return to America and enjoy the
liberty of her homeland. She claims she has a secret
document so explosive that it will blow the Protectorate
apart – but will the last Queen of England pull the trigger
on the Alliance?
C. J. Carey is a novelist, journalist, and broadcaster.
She has worked at the Sunday Times, the Daily Telegraph
and the BBC, among others. She also writes under the
name Jane Thynne and lives in London. Widowland was
her first novel written as C. J. Carey.
13 OCTOBER 2022

JOANNA BOLOURI

A hilarious and heartfelt seasonal romance.
Perfect for fans of Sophie Cousens and Lucy Vine.
Driving home marks the start of the holidays for Kate and
Ed, who have made this journey every Christmas of their
ten-year-long relationship. This year a frosty silence fills
the car and a massive argument leads to the immediate
collapse of their relationship.
But the show must go on, and so they decide to brave
their families together one last time. There will be turkey,
tiffs and tantrums, and it’s sure to be a Christmas they’ll
never forget.
Romance (FR)
Paperback £7.99 9781529421460
B Format 336 pages
Ebook 9781529421477

Joanna Bolouri worked in sales before she began
writing professionally at the age of thirty. She lives in
Glasgow with her daughter.
27 OCTOBER 2022
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DRIVING HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS

AN ORPHAN’S WISH

ELIZABETH GILL

From the bestselling author of The Miller’s
Daughter comes a story of grief and the
strength of family.
After the death of their parents, Connie, Dom, Leo and
Pearl feel all alone in the world. The only family they
have left are their grandparents.
Expecting a warm welcome, the orphans are surprised
to find that Flo and Joshua want nothing to do with them,
because they never approved of their mother.
However, when Flo falls gravely ill, the children must
prove that blood is thicker than water.
Historical Fiction (FV), Sagas (FT),
North & North East England (1DBKEY)
Hardback £21.99 9781529421064
Royal 400 pages
Ebook 9781529421088

Elizabeth Gill has been a published author for more
than thirty years and has written more than forty books.
She lives in Durham City.
10 NOVEMBER 2022
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WHEN SHE FELL

KAREN COLE

The twisty and addictive new psychological
thriller from the bestselling author of Deliver Me.
Alex Fokas, a young and ambitious journalist, is surprised
when a book by an obscure author is sent to her in the
post. Falling by Avery Lewis is a thriller about a woman
who is murdered by being pushed off a cliff.
Along with the book, Alex is sent a newspaper article
about Avery’s recent death by accidental drowning.
She fell from the same cliff as the character in her book
and her body still hasn’t been found.

Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99 9781529415964
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529415971

Intrigued and disturbed, Alex travels to Cornwall to
research the story for an article. She stays in a holiday
cottage on the farm where Avery lived. Everything there
is eerily similar to the book and Alex begins to suspect
that not everything is quite as it seems. One question
keeps playing on Alex’s mind – did Avery fall or was
she pushed?
Karen Cole grew up in the Cotswolds and got a degree
in psychology at Newcastle University. She spent several
years teaching English around the world before settling in
Cyprus with her husband and two sons, where she works
at a British army base as a primary school teacher. She
recently completed the Curtis Brown writing course where
she found her love of writing psychological thrillers.
10 NOVEMBER 2022
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Deceive Me
Paperback £8.99
9781529408652
Ebook 9781787476585

Deliver Me
Paperback £8.99
9781529400724
Ebook 9781787476561

Deny Me
Paperback £8.99
9781529408669
Ebook 9781529403817

Destroy Me
Paperback £9.99
9781529413618
Ebook 9781529403824

N E W TITLE S
@riverrunbooks

@riverrun_books

www.quercusbooks.co.uk

Image from Cat Brushing
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CAT BRUSHING

JANE CAMPBELL

Cat Brushing confronts the tragic
misconceptions of aging and presents a
vivid and transgressive peek into older
women’s lives.
The stories found in this collection explore the sensual
worlds of thirteen older women, reframing their
intellectual and emotional lives in intimate vignettes
that will shock and comfort in equal measure.

Short Stories (FYB)
Hardback £14.99 9781529421682
Demy 256 pages
Ebook 9781529421705
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Susan finds she is attracted to her beautiful young carer,
Miffy, and embarks on an intense emotional relationship
with her. Nell discovers a cut on her leg, which leads her
on to reflections on her past and a young girl in distress
she encountered on her honeymoon. Linda perversely
seeks out her former lover, Malik, on the banks of the
Victoria Falls, despite having left him years ago to return
to her settled marriage to Bill. Daisy, by a curious stroke
of fate, finds herself at the funeral of her former husband,
Tim, relives their early life together, his betrayal of her
and the anguish of that time. The narrator of ‘Lockdown
Fantasm’ enjoys the cool fingers of her governmentauthorised Fantasm on week one hundred and ninetythree of the long lockdown. In ‘Schopenhauer and I’,
Martha, mourning her little dog whom she believes has
been killed by the care home staff, works out how to
manage a robot designed to monitor her behaviour,
and to get her revenge.
Jane Campbell grew up in Zambia and read English
at Oxford. She has worked as a Group Analyst, teaching
and training and lecturing internationally, for nearly forty
years. Cat Brushing is her first collection.
21 JULY 2022
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REBECCA WAIT

Immensely readable and gorgeously comic,
this is Rebecca’s finest novel yet.
From the author of the Waterstones Book of the Month
Our Fathers comes a compelling domestic comedy
about complex family dynamics, mental health and
the intricacies of sibling relationships.

Contemporary Lifestyle Fiction (FQ))
Hardback £16.99 9781529420449
Demy 400 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529420456
Ebook 9781529420470
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Our Fathers
Paperback £8.99
9781529400069
Ebook 9781529400045

For Alice and Hanna, saint and sinner, growing up is
a trial. There is their mother, who takes a divide and
conquer approach to child-rearing, and their father,
who takes an absent one. There is their older brother
Michael, whose disapproval is a force to be reckoned
with. There is the catastrophe that is never spoken of,
but which has shaped everything.

FICTION | JULY | RIVERRUN

I’M SORRY YOU FEEL
THAT WAY

As adults, Alice and Hanna must deal with disappointments
in work and in love as well as increasingly complicated
family tensions, and lives that look dismayingly dissimilar to
what they’d intended. They must look for a way to repair
their own fractured relationship, and they must finally
choose their own approach to their dominant mother:
submit or burn the house down. And they must decide at
last whether life is really anything more than (as Hanna
would have it) a tragedy with a few hilarious moments.
Rebecca Wait has written for the New Statesman,
Independent and Pool on subjects as diverse as suicide,
cults and autism and appeared on Woman’s Hour. Her
third novel, Our Fathers published by riverrun in 2019,
received widespread acclaim and was a Guardian book
of the year and a thriller of the month for Waterstones.
She lives in south London.
8 JULY 2022
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THE LAST HOUSE

R. G. ADAMS

‘I’m completely hooked. Adams is a skilled and
engaging writer, confident in her knowledge –
and it shows. Social worker Kit is a fascinating
protagonist’ Alex Marwood
Social worker Kit Goddard is convinced that Sandbeach
Child Services have let an injured seventeen-year-old
down.
The call had described the house he lived in with his
‘weird’ mother as decrepit and she hasn’t been able to
shake the feeling that something isn’t quite right.
As Kit begins to investigate, she’s confronted with the
sense of strangeness that surrounds the Meredith family.
Crime & Mystery (FF)
Hardback £18.99 9781529404715
Royal 320 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529404708
Ebook 9781529404739
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

R. G. Adams is the author of the Kit Goddard series.
4 AUGUST 2022

THE KINDNESS

JOHN AJVIDE LINDQVIST
Translated by Marlaine Delargy
‘As Lindqvist has increasingly devoted himself
to the subtle plumbing of the human soul he
has become a distinctive and urgent voice in
contemporary literature’ Svenska Dagbladet
A shipping container is mysteriously dumped in the
Swedish port town of Norrtalje. It isn’t until a week has
passed that the authorities can have it forced open. There
the remains of twenty-eight refugees are found, a situation
of unrelenting horror. Not only that; a black sludge pours
out which contaminates the river and is the cause of a
new, sickening dread that affects Norrtalje’s inhabitants.
It seems like an end to Kindness.
Horror (FK)
Hardback £20.00 9781529419054
Royal 816 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529419061
Ebook 9781529419078
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

John Ajvide Lindqvist is an international bestselling
author, his book are published in twenty-nine countries
worldwide.
29 SEPTEMBER 2022
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D. A. MISHANI
Translated by Jessica Cohen
Daringly provocative and joyfully entertaining,
Conviction is a brilliant political thriller, and a
witty literary confrontation with Israel’s most
sacred myths.

Crime & Mystery (FF)
Hardback £18.99 9781784297473
Royal 320 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781784297480
Ebook 9781784297466
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Both investigations began on the same day. One seemed
domestic, almost banal: a newborn is found in a bag
outside a hospital and the woman who left it there is
captured after a few hours. The second investigation
appeared stranger and more intriguing: a Swiss tourist
disappeared from a beach-hotel near Tel-Aviv, and a
quick inquiry showed he had been using a fake passport
and at least two names. Can he be a Mossad agent like
his daughter claims? And is he in danger?

FICTION | AUGUST | RIVERRUN

CONVICTION

An Inspector Avraham Avraham Mystery

Inspector Avraham Avraham, wishing to outgrow his
usual cases of domestic violence, is indifferent to the one,
and seduced by the other. Soon he understands he made
a wrong choice, as both investigations spiral into a maze
of violence and deception, leading to Israel’s darkest
secrets - and threatening to put Avraham in conflict with
the most powerful men in the country, who technically
don’t even exist.
Conviction is a successful synthesis of the emotionality
of the previous Avraham cases and the fast-paced,
highly suspenseful standalone novel, Three. Once again,
Mishani delivers an almost unbearably tense story,
both thrilling and emotionally involving. It is yet another
triumph.

Three
Paperback £8.99
9781529400120
Ebook 9781529400106

The Man Who
Wanted to Know
Paperback £9.99
9781784296933
Ebook 9781784296926

D. A. Mishani is a best-selling writer, screenwriter and
literary scholar, specialising in the history of crime fiction.
His novels have been translated into more than twenty
languages.
18 AUGUST 2022

A Possibility of
Violence
Paperback £8.99
9781780876559
Ebook 9781780876542

The Missing File
Paperback £9.99
9781780876511
Ebook 9781780876504
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THE STORM IS HERE

An American Reckoning

LUKE MOGELSON
The Storm is a record of a year that
changed America.
The Storm is an eyewitness reckoning with
American far right’s mounting radicalisation over
the course of 2020, building to the 6th January
storming of the Capital and beyond, tracking the
dynamic between the bottom-up – the militias
and their ilk – and the top-down – Trump and the
media’s incitements – in the context of a pandemic,
an election, and a social justice movement from
the left that became the ideal bogeyman.
Political Activism (JPW)
Hardback £25.00 9781529418712
Royal 400 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529418729
Ebook 9781529418743
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Until a year ago Mogelson was a war reporter whose
prizewinning journalism from Iraq and Afghanistan had
gained him an international reputation. He asked to
return to the US to report on the political extremism and
polarisation that was gripping the country. Within days of
his landing George Floyd had been murdered. Mogelson
spent the rest of the year following Black Lives Matter
protests, the Antifa movement and others on the left,
and the radical right, from QAnon, Bugaboo, the Proud
Boys and the Republican party. He visited cities where
peaceful protest met police violence and where radical
factions fought hand to hand on the streets. He reported
as if from a war zone.
Luke Mogelson has written for the New Yorker since
2013, covering the wars in Afghanistan, Syria, and Iraq.
During the pandemic, he reported on the social tumult in
the U.S., including the uprising in Minneapolis following the
murder of George Floyd and the January 6th attack on the
Capitol. He has won the National Magazine Award and
the George Polk Award.
13 SEPTEMBER 2022
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AMY JEFFS
From the bestselling author of Storyland.
Sheer cliffs, salt spray, explosive sea spume, thunderous
clouds, icy waves, whales with mountains on their backs,
sleet, bitter winds, bleak, impenetrable marshes, howling
wolves, forests, the unceasing cries of birds and the death
grip of subterranean vaults that have never seen the sun:
these are wild landscapes of a world almost familiar.

Natural History (WN)
Hardback £20.00 9781529424232
Royal 288 pages
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

In Wild, Jeffs journey’s – on foot and through medieval
texts – from landscapes of desolation to hope, offering
the reader an insight into a world at once alien and
profoundly close to home. The seven chapters, entitled
Earth, Fen, Forest, Beast, Ocean, Catastrophe, Paradise,
open with fiction and close with reflection. They blend
propulsive and readable commentary of the journey
through fen, forest and cave, with Medieval texts that
offer rich depictions of the natural world. Including – the
Old English elegies, the Welsh Englynion, the Norse
poetic Edda - stories that largely represent figures whose
voices are not generally heard in the corpus of medieval
literature: women, outcasts, animals.
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WILD

Decorated with original wood engraved illustrations that
evoke an atmospheric world of whales, wolves, caves,
cuckoos and reeds, Wild: Tales From Early Medieval
Britain will leave readers feeling ‘wēstendream’: delight
in the wilderness.

Storyland
Paperback £12.99
9781529408003
Ebook 9781529407983

Amy Jeffs is a Somerset-based art historian and
printmaker with expertise in medieval art and literature.
In 2020, she gained a PhD in Art History from Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, having worked at the British
Library, and studied for earlier degrees at the Courtauld
Institute of Art and Cambridge.
13 OCTOBER 2022
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COME BACK IN SEPTEMBER
A Literary Education on West Sixty-Seventh
Street, Manhattan

DARRYL PINCKNEY
Critic and writer Darryl Pinckney recalls his
introduction to the New York literary world.

Memoir (BGH)
Hardback £25.00 9781529426045
Royal 400 pages
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Busted in New York
Paperback £12.99
9781529413748
Ebook 9781529413755

22

At the start of the 1970s, Darryl Pinckney arrived in New
York City and at Columbia University and enrolled in
Elizabeth Hardwick’s writing class at Barnard. After he
graduated, he was welcomed into her home as a friend
and mentee, and he became close with Hardwick and
her best friend, neighbor, and fellow founder of The New
York Review of Books, Barbara Epstein. Pinckney found
himself at the heart of the New York literary world. He
was surrounded by the great writers of the time, like Susan
Sontag, Robert Lowell, and Mary McCarthy, as well as the
overlapping cultural revolutions and communities that swept
New York: the New Wave in film, rock, and writing; the art
of Felice Rosser, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Lucy Sante, Howard
Brookner, and Nan Goldin; the influence of feminism on
American culture and literature; the black arts movement
confronted by black feminism; and New Negro veterans
experiencing the return of their youth as history. Pinckney
filtered the avant-garde life he was exposed to downtown
and the radical intellectual tradition of The Review through
the moral values he inherited and adapted from abolitionist
and Reconstruction black culture.
Darryl Pinckney a long time contributor to The New York
Review of Books, is the author of novels, Black Deutschland
and High Cotton, and the works of nonfiction, Blackballed:
The Black Vote and US Democracy, Out There: Mavericks
of Black Literature and Busted in New York.
25 OCTOBER 2022

JULES RENARD with an introduction
by Julian Barnes
Translated by Theo Cuffe
‘As a mayor, I am responsible for the upkeep of
rural roads; as poet, I prefer to see them neglected’
The Journal constitutes a profusion of entries, without
stitching or pattern: mordant reflections on style, literature
and theatre; portraits of family, friends and the Parisian
literary scene; quasi-ethnographical observations on
village life and notations of the natural world which are
unlike anything except themselves.
Theo Cuffe’s translation will help bring this fierce judge
of human foibles to a new generation of readers.
Diaries, Letters & Journals (BJ)
Paperback £12.99 9781787475601
B Format 384 pages
Ebook 9781787475588
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Jules Renard (1864 – 1910) was a French author and
member of the Académie Goncourt. He wrote plays,
journalism and fiction, as well as his famous and well-loved
Journal.
6 OCTOBER 2022
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JOURNAL 1887 1910

WILDEANA

OSCAR WILDE

‘In the presence of a work of art the public should
applaud and the journalist should be silent’
Oscar Wilde’s early fame ensured that throughout his
short life he was written about by many of those he met.
He was celebrated - or mocked - as the master of the
ingenious epigram, the provocative paradox, the witty
aside or the extravagant conceit.
The items in this volume are all small additions to the
Wilde story: some unfamiliar, others unexpected, they
enrich and alter the picture of his life

Diaries, Letters & Journals (BJ)
Paperback £12.99 9781529406740
B Format 256 pages
Ebook 9781529406726
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Oscar Wilde (1854 – 1900) was born in Dublin. He
attended Trinity College Dublin. During a life crowded with
incident he achieved great success as a playwright, and
fame as a wit.
13 OCTOBER 2022
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COFFIN ROAD

PETER MAY

Coffin Road follows three perilous journeys
towards one shocking truth.
A man stands on a deserted beach on the Hebridean
Isle of Harris. He cannot remember who he is. The only
clue to his identity is a folded map of a path named the
Coffin Road.
A detective from Lewis sits aboard a boat. A bludgeoned
corpse has been discovered twenty miles offshore, but
he doesn’t know if he has what it takes to uncover how
and why.
A teenage girl lies in her Edinburgh bedroom, desperate
to discover the truth about her scientist father’s suicide.
Crime & Mystery (FF)
Paperback £8.99 9781529418903
B format 400 pages
Ebook 9781784293086

Peter May’s books have sold several million copies
worldwide and have won awards in the UK, the USA,
and France.
1 SEPTEMBER 2022

RUNAWAY

PETER MAY

‘From the first page I knew I was in safe hands’
Sophie Hannah

Glasgow, 1965. Seventeen-year-old Jack Mackay
has something on his mind – London – and successfully
convinces his fellow band mates, to join him in
abandoning their homes to pursue a goal of musical
stardom.
FIVE DECADES OF FEAR
Glasgow, 2015. A Heavy-hearted seventy-six-year-old
Jack Mackay is still haunted by the cruel fate that befell
him and his friends some fifty years before, and how he
did not act when it mattered most.
Crime & Mystery (FF)
Paperback £8.99 9781529418910
B format 432 pages
Ebook 9781784299958

Peter May’s books have sold several million copies
worldwide and have won awards in the UK, the USA,
and France.
8 DECEMBER 2022
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A GRAIN OF TRUTH

CHRISTIAN UNGE

Translated by George Goulding
and Sarah de Senarclens
A second mystery for Tekla Berg, an emergency
doctor with a photographic memory, an
amphetamine addiction and a thirst for justice.
A woman is found wandering the corridors of the Nobel
Hospital in Stockholm, accompanied by a young boy.
She appears to be looking for someone who was involved
in a car accident. Meanwhile, Tekla Berg is fighting to save
a man who was seriously injured in the same incident. Little
does she know that she’ll soon have a murder investigation
and another critically ill patient on her hands.
Thriller (FH)
Hardback £18.99 9781529416602
Royal 464 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529416589
Ebook 9781529416596
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Christian Unge writes from his own experience as an
emergency doctor working in Sweden. His Tekla Berg
series of thrillers has been praised for its likeable and
authentic main character.
7 JULY 2022

WATER OVER STONES

BERNARDO ATXAGA

Translated by Margaret Jull Costa and Thomas Bunstead
A polyphonic novel following the fortunes and
failures of the inhabitants of a small Basque
mining town over forty years.
A story of intertwining lives that, like water, run
between stones.
As the Basque mining town of Ugarte moves from the
hazy summer of the 1972 Olympics, through the mining
strikes of the turbulent Eighties, and into the modern
day, her people navigate the silences, secrets, joys and
tragedies of their lives.
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £12.99 9781529410044
Demy 384 pages
Ebook 9781529410051
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

26

Water over Stones is an extraordinary novel of
friendship, nature, love and the immensity of death
Bernardo Atxaga is a prizewinning Basque novelist
and poet whose books have won international critical
acclaim. In 2019 he was awarded the National Prize
for Spanish Letters.

ALEX WHEATLE

By the author of Brixton Rock, East of Acre Lane
and Homeboys.
Growing up in rural Jamaica, two sisters move to
England with their husbands, that far-off land of riches,
where they settle down to motherhood among the jazz
cafés and bleak streets of Brixton. An epic story of love,
laughter and sorely tested family loyalties.
Alex Wheatle MBE is the award-winning author of
more than a dozen novels. The story of his teenage years
was the basis of Steve McQueen’s “Alex Wheatle” in the
Small Axe TV series.
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA),
Caribbean Islands (1KJ)
Paperback £8.99 9781529422597
B Format 336 pages
Ebook 9781529422580

7 JULY 2022

Between Three Plagues III

JAAN KROSS
Translated by Merike Lepasaar Beecher
The third novel in a historical trilogy by Estonia’s
most famous writer: the story of a chronicler
who forged a nation.
1578. A ship arrives in Tallinn loaded with copies of
Balthasar Russow’s chronicle – the culmination of his life’s
work. But though it enjoys instant success, not everyone
is happy to see it published. A group of local gentry
denounce it to the town council as “a book of heinous
falsehoods”. But all is not lost. Russow may call on a
powerful ally – if he is willing to pay the price.
Fiction (FA)
Trade Paperback £16.99 9780857055149
Royal 400 pages
Ebook 9780857055163
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Jaan Kross (1920–2007) remains Estonia’s most widely
translated author. His landmark trilogy has been likened to
Wolf Hall for its scope, complexity and atmosphere.
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ISLAND SONGS
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THE PEOPLE IMMORTAL

VASILY GROSSMAN

Translated by Robert and Elizabeth Chandler
Vasily Grossman’s third war novel, written
before Life and Fate and Stalingrad, and
translated for the first time since 1946.
Set during the catastrophic defeats of the war’s first
months, The People Immortal tracks a Red Army regiment
that wins a minor victory in eastern Belorussia but fails to
exploit this success.
One of Grossman’s three great war novels, this is both a
work of fiction and an important contribution to the Soviet
war effort. This edition includes not only the unredacted
novel itself, but also a wealth of background material.
Second World War Fiction (FJMS)
Hardback £25.00 9781529414738
Royal 352 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529414745
Ebook 9781529414769
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Vasily Grossman (1905–1964) was born into a Jewish
family in what is now Ukraine. He is best known for the war
novels Stalingrad and Life and Fate.
18 AUGUST 2022

RETROSPECTIVE

JUAN GABRIEL VÁSQUEZ
Translated by Anne McLean
By the International Booker-shortlisted author
– the extraordinary story of a life lived in the
vortex of the twentieth century.
Over a few turbulent and intense days, the real-life
Colombian film director Sergio Cabrera recalls the events
that marked his family’s life, from the Spanish Civil War to
exile to Latin America, and from the Cultural Revolution in
China to the guerrilla movements of 1960s Latin America.
A devastating portrait of the forces that for half a century
turned the world upside down and created the one we
now inhabit.
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £20.00 9781529418620
Royal 496 pages
Trade Paperback £16.99 9781529418637
Ebook 9781529418644
Not For Sale: USA & CAN
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Juan Gabriel Vásquez won the Mario Vargas Llosa
Novel Biennial for Retrospective. Previous novels have
won the Dublin Literary Award and been shortlisted for
the International Booker Prize.
1 SEPTEMBER 2022

DAVID LAGERCRANTZ
Translated by Ian Giles
A gripping new thriller from the bestselling
author of The Girl in the Spider’s Web.
The launch of a new series inspired by Sherlock
Holmes. A murder investigation brings together
two unlikely allies in a race to uncover a shadowy
international conspiracy.
Professor Hans Rekke: born into a wealthy Stockholm
family, world authority on interrogation techniques,
capable of vertiginous feats of logic and observation . . .
But he might just fall apart when the going gets tough,
leading to substance abuse and despair.
Crime (FF)
Hardback £20.00 9781529410006
Royal 352 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529410013
Ebook 9781529410037
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Micaela Vargas: community police officer, born to
Chilean political refugees in a tough suburb, with two
brothers on the shady side of the law.
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Vargas feels she has something to prove. She’s tenacious
and uncompromising, but she needs Rekke’s unique
mind to help her solve the case. Rekke has it all – wealth,
reputation – but also a tendency to throw it all away. He
needs Vargas to help him get back on an even keel so he
can focus his mind on finding the killer before they’re both
silenced for good.
David Lagercrantz is an acclaimed author and journalist.
The Girl in the Spider’s Web (2015), his continuation of
Stieg Larsson’s Millennium Trilogy, became a worldwide
bestseller.
18 AUGUST 2022

The Girl in the
Spider’s Web
Paperback £8.99
9781848667785
Ebook 9781848667778

The Girl Who Takes
an Eye for an Eye
Paperback £8.99
9780857056436
Ebook 9780857056443

The Girl Who
Lived Twice
Paperback £8.99
9780857056399
Ebook 9780857056382
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THE INVISIBLE

PETER PAPATHANASIOU
By the author of The Stoning – a fresh and
distinctive new voice in Outback Noir
Burnt-out from policework, Detective Sergeant George
Manolis flies from Australia to Greece for a holiday.
Recently divorced and mourning the death of his father,
who emigrated from the turbulent Prespes region which
straddles the borders of Greece, Albania and North
Macedonia, Manolis hopes to reconnect with his roots
and heritage.

Crime (FF)
Hardback £16.99 9781529424423
Royal 320 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529424430
Ebook 9781529424447
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

On arrival, Manolis learns of the disappearance of an
“invisible” – a local man who lives without a scrap of
paperwork. The police and some locals believe the man’s
disappearance was pre-planned, while others suspect
foul play. Reluctantly, Manolis agrees to work undercover
to find the invisible, and must navigate the complicated
relationships of a tiny village where grudges run deep.
It soon becomes clear to Manolis that he may never
locate a man who, for all intents and purposes, doesn’t
exist. And with the clock ticking, the ghosts of the past
continue to haunt the events of today, as Manolis’s
investigation leads him to uncover a dark and longforgotten tradition.
Peter Papathanasiou was born in Greece and lives in
Australia. His first novel, The Stoning (2021), was hailed
as “the crime debut of the year” by The Times.
1 SEPTEMBER 2022

The Stoning
Hardback £16.99
9781529416978
Ebook 9781529417005
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A Journey Across the Himalaya, Through
Pakistan, India, Bhutan, Nepal and China

ERIKA FATLAND
Translated by Kari Dickson
An ambitious and magnificent new
travelogue by bestselling and prizewinning
author Erika Fatland.
The Himalaya meander through five very different
countries, where the world religions of Islam, Buddhism
and Hinduism are mixed with ancient shamanic beliefs.
Countless languages and vastly different cultures live in
the secluded mountain valleys. Modernity and tradition
collide, while the great powers fight for influence.
Travel Writing (WTL)
Hardback £30.00 9781529416879
Royal 624 pages
Trade Paperback £20.00 9781529416886
Ebook 9781529416909
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

We have read about mountain climbers on their way up
Mount Everest and about travellers on the spiritual quest
for Buddhist monasteries. But how much do we know
about the people living in the Himalaya? Erika Fatland
invites us into close encounters with the many peoples of
the region, and at the same time takes us on a dizzying
journey at altitude through incredible landscapes and
dramatic, unknown histories – all the way to the most
volatile human conflicts of our times.
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Erika Fatland was born in 1983 and lives in Oslo.
For Sovietistan (2019) she was shortlisted for the Edward
Stanford/Lonely Planet Debut Travel Writer of the Year,
and The Border (2020) was shortlisted for the Stanfords
Dolman Travel Book of the Year 2020.
1 SEPTEMBER 2022
Sovietistan
Paperback £12.99
9780857057747
Ebook 9780857057754

The Border
Paperback £12.99
9780857057785
Ebook 9780857057792
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THE ENIGMA
OF ROOM 622

JOËL DICKER

Translated by Robert Bononno
A matryoshka doll of a mystery crafted
with the precision of a Swiss watch – by
the bestselling author of The Truth about
the Harry Quebert Affair.

“Dicker has the first-rate crime novelist’s
ability to lead his readers up the garden path”
Sunday Express

It all starts with an innocuous curiosity: at Hotel
Verbier, a luxury hotel in the Swiss Alps, there is
no Room 622.
Thriller (FH)
Hardback £20.00 9781529425253
Royal 576 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529425260
Ebook 9781529425260
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

This anomaly piques the interest of the writer Joël Dicker,
Switzerland’s most famous literary star, who is staying at
the hotel to recover from a bad breakup, mourn the death
of his mentor and publisher, and begin his next novel.
Before he knows it, Joël is coaxed out of his torpor by a
fellow guest – Scarlett, a captivating aspiring novelist
with a nose for intrigue – who swiftly uncovers the reason
behind room 622’s deliberate erasure: an unsolved murder.
Meanwhile, in the wake of his father’s passing, Macaire
Ebezner is set to take over as president of the largest
private bank in Switzerland. The succession captivates
the media, and the future looks bright, until Macaire
learns that the bank’s board plan to appoint one Lev
Levovitch – Geneva’s very own Jay Gatsby – in his place.
What seemed a race to the top has just become a race
against time . . .

The Truth about the
Harry Quebert Affair
Paperback £9.99
9781848663268
Ebook 9781848663251

The Baltimore Boys
Paperback £9.99
9780857058508
Ebook 9780857056894

The Enigma of Room 622 is a diabolically addictive
thriller in which a love triangle and a power struggle –
fuelled by envy and betrayal – play out between Geneva
and the Alps, as the truth twists and turns into something
no reader will see coming.
Joël Dicker was born in Geneva in 1985, where he
studied Law. Since The Truth about the Harry Quebert
Affair was published in 2012, all his books have been
phenomenal worldwide bestsellers. This is his first novel
to be set in his native Switzerland.
15 SEPTEMBER 2022
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The Disappearance of
Stephanie Mailer
Paperback £8.99
9780857059260
Ebook 9780857059277

The Nordic Way Towards a Healthier
and Happier Life

DR SUSANNA SØBERG
Translated by Elizabeth deNoma
A beautifully illustrated exploration of coldwater swimming traditions, and a thorough
account of why it provides a boost to body
and soul.

Winter Sports (WSW)
Hardback £22.00 9781529417463
Royal 256 pages
Ebook 9781529417487
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Whether in lake, lido, river or sea, we know the benefits
of swimming outdoors and in nature – environmentally
friendly and accessible, it can influence our happiness,
our energy and our inner tranquility. Winter Swimming
takes this one step further, as contact with cold water all
year round can also have a significant positive impact
on our physical health, confidence and well-being.
Danish scientist Dr Susanna Søberg leads us step by step
into the icy water and explains the “cold-shock response”,
the massive endorphin rush as our body reacts and
adapts. Not only do our circulation, heart, lungs and skin
respond positively, but our immune system and metabolism
too. Most specifically she explains how our “brown fat” is
activated to benefit multiple health conditions.
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WINTER SWIMMING

Susanna Søberg, PhD., earned her doctorate
researching metabolism, and has worked for many years
designing and conducting clinical studies. Her most recent
research, the background for this book, has been on fat
reduction through winter swimming.
29 SEPTEMBER 2022
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WHAT WE LEAVE BEHIND

A Birdwatcher’s Dispatches from
the Waste Catastrophe

STANISŁAW ŁUBIEŃSKI
Translated by Zosia Krasodomska-Jones
A clear-eyed look at the rubbish we create in
our everyday lives, what happens to it, where
it goes and whether it will outlive us.
“Trash is a bit like birds. Both have their favourite
habitats. I thought it might be worth taking a closer
look at what we throw away and what it says about us.
To follow the journey of the items we buy and discard.
I wanted to find out more about what they’re made of
and what the future has in store for them.”
Pollution & Threats to the Environment (RNP)
Hardback £16.99 9781529418859
Demy 240 pages
Ebook 9781529418873
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

It starts with a day at the beach. A single white sock in the
sand that somehow seems to spoil everything. It’s enough
to send Polish writer and ornithologist Stanisław Łubieński
on a quest to understand what we throw away, where it
goes and whether it will be our legacy.
By analysing items he unearths on his trips into nature – a
plastic bottle, a tube of Russian penis-enlargement cream,
a cigarette butt, an empty aerosol can – tracing their origins,
their destination and the harm they can do, he shows how
our consumer society has developed out of our control, to
the point of environmental catastrophe.
He also looks with a birdwatcher’s eye at how various
animals have come to adapt to and even rely on the
rubbish we pollute their environment with, and at the cultural
significance of rubbish and the origins of our throw-away
society. And in the finest Gonzo traditions, he inserts himself
into his narrative by examining his own “environmental
neurosis” and by going out with refuse crews to watch
them work.
Longlisted for the Nike Award
Includes 19 b/w photographs

Stanisław Łubieński, born in 1983, is a renowned
ornithologist and writer. His previous book, The Birds They
Sang, about his experiences as an amateur ornithologist,
won the readers’ vote for the 2017 Nike Award.
13 OCTOBER 2022
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ROY JACOBSEN

Translated by Don Bartlett and Don Shaw
The fourth novel in a historical series that
began with the International Booker-shortlisted
The Unseen.
After a long journey through Norway, Ingrid has finally
returned to Barrøy. Life has become more stable, but the
war still casts its long shadow across the country. Life on
the island is demanding, but letters from friends in Oslo
and Trondheim tell of a Norwegian society undergoing
dramatic changes. Which stories should Ingrid keep to
herself, and which should she bring to light? What kind
of future is she imagining?
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £16.99 9781529417425
193 x 135mm 272 pages
Ebook 9781529417432
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Roy Jacobsen has sold more than 500,000 copies
of his Ingrid Barrøy novels in 28 countries.
10 NOVEMBER 2022
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JUST A MOTHER

BREAKING POINT

OLIVIER NOREK

Translated by Nick Caistor
The third Capitaine Coste Investigation from
Olivier Norek: former police officer, writer on
“Spiral” and an award-winning, million-copy
bestseller.

Crime (FF)
Hardback £18.99 9780857059703
Royal 304 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9780857059697
Ebook 9780857059710
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Another gritty, authentic masterpiece set in France’s
most notorious suburb, following The Lost and the
Damned (a Times Crime Book of the Month) and Turf
Wars. Capitaine Coste is seeing a psychologist after
killing a suspect in self-defence and witnessing the
death of one of his team. But more testing trials await:
a case involving five hardened criminals – a murderer,
a paedophile, a Serbian ex-soldier, a kidnapper and
a robber.
Olivier Norek has written six crime novels, which
have sold a million copies in France and won a dozen
literary prizes.
10 NOVEMBER 2022
35
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Image from The Daughter of Doctor Moreau

SILVIA MORENOGARCIA
From the bestselling author of Mexican Gothic
comes a dreamy reimagining of The Island of
Doctor Moreau set against the background of
19th century Mexico.
Carlota Moreau: A young woman, growing up in a
distant and luxuriant estate, safe from the conflict and
strife of the Yucatán peninsula, the only daughter of
a genius – or a madman.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA), Historical
Fiction (FV), Classic Science Fiction (FLC)
Hardback £16.99 9781529417999
Royal 320 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529418002
Ebook 9781529418026
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Montgomery Laughton: A melancholic overseer
with a tragic past and a propensity for alcohol, an
outcast who assists Doctor Moreau with his scientific
experiments, which are financed by the Lizaldes, owners
of magnificent haciendas with plentiful coffers.
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THE DAUGHTER OF
DOCTOR MOREAU

The hybrids: The fruits of the Doctor’s labour, destined
to blindly obey their creator while they remain in the
shadows, are a motley group of part-human, part-animal
monstrosities.
All of them are living in a perfectly balanced and static
world which is jolted by the abrupt arrival of Eduardo
Lizalde, the charming and careless son of Doctor
Moreau’s patron – who will, unwittingly, begin a
dangerous chain reaction.
For Moreau keeps secrets, Carlota has questions, and in
the sweltering heat of the jungle, passions may ignite.

Velvet was the Night
Hardback £16.99
9781529417944
Ebook 9781529417968

Certain Dark Things
Hardback £16.99
9781529415605
Ebook 9781529415636

Silvia Moreno-Garcia is the New York Times
bestselling author of the critically acclaimed noir thriller
Velvet was the Night; the award-winning gothic Mexican
Gothic; The Beautiful Ones and Certain Dark Things,
Gods of Jade and Shadow, selected as one of TIME
Magazine’s best fantasy novels of all time, amongst others.
19 JULY 2022

Mexican Gothic
Paperback £8.99
9781529402681
Ebook 9781529402667

Gods of Jade
and Shadow
Paperback £8.99
9781529402643
Ebook 9781529402612
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PRIEST OF CROWNS
War for the Rose Throne Book IV

PETER MCLEAN
The gripping climax to the bestselling War for
the Rose Throne by ‘an author at the top of his
game’ (Grimdark Magazine).
‘Praise be to Our Lady of Eternal Sorrows, and blessed
be the Ascended Martyr.’ Those were the words on
lips of the faithful: Blessed be the Ascended Martyr,
and woe betide you if you thought otherwise. The word
Unbeliever had become a death sentence on the streets
in those days.
Gangster, soldier, priest. Governor, knight, and
above all, Queen’s Man.
Fantasy (FM), Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (FA), Organized Crime (JKVM)
Paperback £9.99 9781529411348
B Format 464 pages
Ebook 9781529411355
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Once, Tomas Piety looked after his men, body and soul, as
best he could. Then those who ran his country decided his
dark talents would better serve in the corridors of power.
Crushed by the power of the Queen’s Men and with
the Skanian menace rising once more on the streets of
Ellinburg, Tomas Piety is forced to turn to old friends, old
debts and untrustworthy alliances.
Meanwhile, in the capital city of Dannsburg, Dieter Vogel
is beginning to wonder if the horror he has unleashed in
the Martyr’s Disciples might be getting out of control.
With revolution brewing and tragedy and terrorism
running rife in the cities, Piety and Vogel must each
weigh the cost of a crown.

Priest of Bones
Paperback £9.99
9781787473492
Ebook 9781787473508

Priest of Lies
Paperback £9.99
9781787474277
Ebook 9781787474246

Priest of Gallows
Paperback £9.99
9781529411317
Ebook 9781529411324
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Peter McLean was born in London and lives in Norfolk.
His noir urban fantasy Burned Man series was followed
by the highly acclaimed grimdark fantasy quartet Priest of
Bones, Priest of Lies, Priest of Gallows and Priest of Crowns.
4 AUGUST 2022

The Tethered Citadel Book 3

DAVID HAIR
A renegade sorcerer and his desperate
band of misfits thought they’d found riches
beyond belief – but the empire neither
forgives nor forgets . . .
After all they’ve suffered, rebel sorcerer Raythe
Vyre and his fortune-seekers are still emptyhanded, but they’ve found real treasure: peace.

Fantasy (FM), Fantasy Romance (FMR)
Trade Paperback £16.99 9781529402100
Royal 480 pages
Ebook 9781529402148
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Deep inside the Ice Wastes, Raythe’s people stumbled
upon Rath Argentium, the legendary Aldar city, and the
long-lost Tangato people. After fighting through betrayal,
treachery and powerful magic, they forged a hard-won
treaty with the Tangato and their extraordinary queen,
Shiazar. Now they’ve put aside their dreams of wealth
and revenge and embraced something better: a life
outside the tyrannical Bolgravian Empire.
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SORCERER’S EDGE

But the Bolgravian Empire never gives up.
The empire hasn’t forgotten Raythe Vyre, and his
enemies know where he is. Guided by Toran Zorne,
the implacable imperial assassin, they are coming to
claim Rath Argentium for themselves. Raythe and Shiazar
know all too well that courage and cunning won’t be
enough this time: they are outnumbered, outgunned
and out of time.
Faced with total annihilation, it’s up to Raythe to
find an edge . . .

Map’s Edge
Paperback £12.99
9781529401929
Ebook 9781529401905

World’s Edge
Trade Paperback £16.99
9781529402056
Ebook 9781529402087

David Hair, an award-winning writer of fantasy, was
born in New Zealand and spent time in Britain, Europe
and India before returning home. His newest fantasy
adventure series is THE TETHERED CITADEL: Map’s
Edge, World’s Edge and Sorcerer’s Edge.
13 OCTOBER 2022

Empress of the Fall
Paperback £12.99
9781784290986
Ebook 9781784291006

Prince of the Spear
Paperback £12.99
9781784290948
Ebook 9781784290979
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Image from Nailing It!

DR JACK DAVY

A prescient examination of how we have, over
the centuries, inflicted oppression on others for
our own advantage over history, right up to
the present day.
An eye-opening book about how societies are designed
to support the status of those in power at the destructive
expense of those without it. Read it and take responsibility.
Ecological oppression
From 1958, China declared war on sparrows, destroying
their crops, contributing to the deaths of more than 10
million people.

Social & Cultural History (HBTB), Political
Oppression & Persecution (JPVR)
Hardrback £20.00 9781529413922
Royal 354 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529413939
Ebook 9781529413946
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Economic oppression
In the 19th century, the Shuar people of Ecuador were
driven by economic need to wage bloody wars to
procure shrunken heads for the Western curio market,
which nearly destroyed their society.
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WE, THE OPPRESSORS

Educational oppression
There have been 55 prime ministers of Great Britain,
of whom 48 have been privately educated, creating a
society built for and by the privileged.
These are just some of these stories in this remarkable
book that illustrate the key components through which
society creates and sustains oppressive systems. Some
are historical. Others have played out right before our
eyes over the last decade. All are rooted in systems in
which we all take part.
Together they expose the layers of systematic, often
insidious oppression which make up the world today,
and reflect the choices of people just like us to participate
in them.
Dr Jack Davy has worked in the heritage of marginalised
peoples for over a decade. He has a PhD in anthropology,
and has worked for the British Museum, Horniman Museum
and the University of East Anglia. He is currently Head
Curator at Morley College in London.
21 JULY 2022
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THE BIRTH DEBRIEF

ILLIYIN MORRISON

A reflection on pregnancy, to help reframe
birth experiences and redefine post-partum
by midwife and hypnobirthing teacher, Illiyin
Morrison.
In her work as a midwife specialising in post-partum
recovery, Illiyin facilitates birth debriefs to empower
women of all backgrounds to take control of their
experiences and feel seen and centred in their
pregnancies and births.
An essential toolkit for any woman who has given birth,
The Birth Debrief will offer practical solutions to navigating
pregnancy and transitioning into post-partum life, well
beyond those first six weeks.
Self-help/Parenting (VS/VFX)
Hardback £16.99 9781529417012
Royal 304 pages
Ebook 9781529417043
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Illiyin Morrison qualified as a midwife in 2017 and
worked at a busy south London hospital before going on
to qualify as a hypnobirthing teacher in 2018.
7 JULY 2022

ONE KENSINGTON

EMMA DENT COAD

From Kensington’s crusading MP, an exposé of
the appalling inequality at the heart of Britain’s
wealthiest borough.
Kensington and Chelsea – one of the wealthiest spots on
planet Earth – is also one of the most unequal. A short
walk from Harrods, families cannot buy enough food to
feed themselves.
Emma Dent Coad, who was MP for Kensington when the
Grenfell Tower disaster threw these inequalities into relief,
here explains how the situation has become this bad –
and what can be done about it.

London, Greater London (1DBKESL), Social
Discrimination & Inequality (JFFJ), Autobiography:
Historical, Political & Military (BGHA)
Hardback £20.00 9781529417241
Royal 352 pages
Ebook 9781529417265
Not For Sale: USA
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Emma Dent Coad has been a Labour councillor in
Kensington and Chelsea since 2006 and was MP for
Kensington from 2017 to 2019.
4 AUGUST 2022

RICH HALL

A collection of hilarious and often absurd
epiphanies that have defined Rich Hall – all
delivered in his unique deadpan style.
Nailing It is a collection of true stories from both Hall’s
professional and personal life where he really had to
nail it. They’re not about glitz, or fame, or how he met
his seventh wife at the rehab clinic and found spiritual
direction. None of that happened to him.

Memoirs (BM), Humour (WH)
Hardback £20.00 9781529422436
Royal 320 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529422443
Ebook 9781529422467
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

They’re about accidentally melting Kraft cheese at
his first Edinburgh Fringe Festival, alienating an entire
convention of RV holiday-makers in Las Vegas, singing
The Who’s ‘You Better You Bet’ at a charity gig and
turning his performance into a legendary rock ‘n’ roll
disaster, and attempting to seduce Karen, which must
have been successful because she is now his wife.
And other such epiphanies.
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NAILING IT

Hall doesn’t always come out of them all covered in
glory – far from it – but if someone propped him up at
the end of the comedy bar and put a 50p coin in him,
these are the tunes he would spin. And you’d be laughing
all night.
Rich Hall is a multi award-winning American comedian,
musician and author. He moved to the UK in 2001 and
lives with his wife, Karen, alternating between homes in
West London and Livingston, Montana. Nailing It is his
fourth book.
18 AUGUST 2022
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THE DAUGHTER OF
AUSCHWITZ

TOVA FRIEDMAN

Co-written with Malcolm Brabant
The harrowing, moving and poignant account
of one of the youngest survivors of Auschwitz.
Tova Friedman was one of the youngest people to emerge
from Auschwitz. After surviving the liquidation of the Jewish
ghetto in Central Poland where she lived as a toddler,
Tova was four when she and her parents were sent to
a Nazi labour camp, and almost six when she and her
mother were forced into a packed cattle truck and sent to
Auschwitz II, also known as the Birkenau extermination
camp, while her father was transported to Dachau.
Memoirs (BM), European history (HBJD)
Hardback £20.00 9781529423464
Royal 320 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529423471
Ebook 9781529423488
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

During six months of incarceration in Birkenau, Tova
witnessed atrocities that she could never forget, and
experienced numerous escapes from death. She is one
of a handful of Jews to have entered a gas chamber
and lived to tell the tale.
In The Daughter of Auschwitz, Tova immortalizes what
she saw, to keep the story of the Holocaust alive, at a
time when it’s in danger of fading from memory. She has
used those memories that have shaped her life to honour
the victims. Written with award-winning former war
reporter Malcolm Brabant, this is an extremely important
book. Brabant’s meticulous research has helped Tova
recall her experiences in searing detail. Together they
have painstakingly recreated Tova’s extraordinary story
about the world’s worst ever crime.
Tova Friedman was born in 1938, just one year
before the outbreak of the Second World War. She was
one of 5,000 Jewish children living in the Polish town
of Tomaszów Mazowiecki at the time. By the war’s
end, only five children were still alive. Tova is revered
as one of the youngest survivors of Auschwitz and as a
campaigner against anti-Semitism. She is a therapist,
and lives in Highland Park in New Jersey, US.
Malcolm Brabant is a British former BBC war
correspondent, who witnessed genocide in Bosnia.
He is now a Foreign Correspondent for America’s PBS
Newshour, with several gongs to his name. He met Tova
at the 75th anniversary of the liberation of Birkenau,
and they became firm friends. He lives in Brighton.
1 SEPTEMBER 2022
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JAMES BROWN

A dangerously enticing welcome to the nowlost world of magazines and the excesses on
the 1990s.
Between 1994 and 1997, James Brown’s loaded
magazine became the must-buy and must-be-in
publication of the decade.
Animal House follows James Brown’s remarkable
career from a high school drop-out fanzine writer with
few qualifications to NME features editor aged 22,
and loaded founder at 27. This is the story of the success,
excess, and eventual collapse of the magazine that
defined a decade and encapsulated a culture.
Memoirs (BM)
Hardback £20.00 9781787477902
Royal 352 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 97817874779191
Ebook 9781787477926
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

James Brown worked on the NME, founded loaded, Jack
and Leeds, Leeds, Leeds magazines, and was Editor-in-Chief
of British GQ. He is a media entrepreneur and journalist.
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ANIMAL HOUSE

1 SEPTEMBER 2022

WHAT ON EARTH?

COUNT BINFACE

The much-needed manifesto by Earth’s
favourite interstellar politician, three-time
British election veteran and London’s ninth
choice for mayor.
Hi. I am Count Binface, intergalactic space warrior.
In this book I explain what’s wrong with Britain, reveal
my manifesto to fix it and unveil my full life story, from
conquering the Sigma Qudrant to the 69 votes I took
from Boris Johnson in 2019. I’d love to say that’s the first
time any lifeform has experienced a surprising 69 with
a Prime Minister in an Uxbridge sports hall, but with
Boris you never know.
Politics & Government (JP), Society & Culture (JF)
Hardback £14.99 9781529421651
Demy 128 pages
Ebook 9781529421668
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Count Binface is the alien election crusader whose
ambitious plans include taking over Downing Street and
scoring one point for the UK at Eurovision.
15 SEPTEMBER 2022
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LIVING MY BEST LIFE, HUN *

LONDON HUGHES

An uplifting and raucously funny memoir to
show you how to ditch the self-loathing, start the
self-loving, and engage with your inner winner.
All her life, London longed to be a badass – an
awesome bullet-proof woman who nobody could mess
with. At a young age, she made sure she was ready to
become a star, developing her own living-room popstar
training regimen to prepare for her future life. But London
also had her fair share of disastrous experiences in terms
of friendships, relationships, and career choices.

Memoirs (BM),
Self-help & Personal Development (VS)
Hardback £16.99 9781529420692
Demy 272 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529420708
Ebook 9781529420715
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Each of the fiascos in London’s life has, with hindsight,
proved to be a formative life lesson, and helped her
grow into the fearless person she is today. You’ll definitely
be grateful these setbacks happened to her and not you,
but you’ll also learn that however bad things get, you
can always build your self-worth, think long-term, and
emerge triumphant, no matter what the world throws at
you.
From birthday parties gone wrong to family drama, from
wanting desperately to be famous to starting out on lessthan-desirable TV shows, from navigating school bullies
and boyfriends, London leaves no stone unturned. It took
London some time to find her voice and her people, but
now that she has, she’s mentally high-fiving her fourteenyear-old self every day.
London Hughes is a highly-acclaimed comedian,
presenter and writer. She was the first British Black
woman to be nominated for the Edinburgh Comedy ‘Best
Show’ Award for her show, ‘To Catch a D*ck’, which
was released on Netflix as her debut comedy special.
Originally from Croydon, South London, she is currently
based in Los Angeles.
29 SEPTEMBER 2022
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KALEB COOPER

Kaleb’s hilarious observations about Diddly
Squat Farm and beyond.
Introducing Clarkson’s Farm favourite Kaleb Cooper’s
worldly wisdom on life’s big issues, from the difference
between straw and hay to the importance of having a
hair perm.
Chipping Norton’s celebrity farmer Kaleb Cooper has
strong views on lots of things: sheep (‘stupid’), Jeremy
Clarkson (‘f***ing idiot’), trucks (‘the next best thing to
tanks’), Moscow (‘Is that Mexico? Russia, is it? It doesn’t
matter’) and more.
Humour (WH)
Hardback £16.99 9781529424775
221 x 155 mm 224 pages
Ebook 9781529424782
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

In The World According to Kaleb, he shares his thoughts
on topics such as capital cities, famous people, hairstyles
and why farming is the best job in the world. He even
tells us why the chicken crossed the road. Dubbed ‘the
real star of Clarkson’s Farm’, Kaleb reveals his true,
loveable, funny and down-to-earth self, with deadpan
gags and unique observations that will have you crying
with laughter.
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THE WORLD ACCORDING
TO KALEB

Utterly hilarious, this is Kaleb as you’ve got to know him
and love him on the hugely successful television series.
Kaleb Cooper plays a key role in Amazon Prime Video
Clarkson’s Farm. He grew up in the Cotswolds and has
worked in farming since leaving school.
13 OCTOBER 2022
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SAS BROTHERS IN ARMS

DAMIEN LEWIS

Churchill’s Desperadoes: Blood-and-Guts
Defiance at Britain’s Darkest Hour.
Damien Lewis’s new bestseller is an action-packed story
of the band of mavericks who made the SAS. We follow
one close-knit band of warriors from The Regiment’s
foundation through to the Italian landings, chronicling
the extraordinary part they played in turning the tide
of war. This is do-or-die action and daring as we dive
into the exploits of some of the most highly-decorated
soldiers of WWII.

Biography: Historical, Political & Military (BGH)
Hardback £20.00 9781529413786
Royal 352 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529413816
Ebook 9781529413793
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Damien Lewis has spent twenty years reporting from
war, disaster and conflict zones around the world.
He has written a dozen non-fiction and fiction books,
topping bestseller lists worldwide, and is published in
some thirty languages.
27 OCTOBER 2022

AN ATLAS OF
ENDANGERED ALPHABETS

TIM BROOKES
An ATLAS of

ENDANGERED
ALPHABETS

A Global Exploration
of the Writing Systems on
the Verge of Vanishing

TIM BROOKES
Historical Maps & Atlases (HBTP1)
Hardback £25.00 9781529408249
246 x 198mm 224 pages
Ebook 9781529408256

An atlas of the many writing systems that are
on the verge of vanishing, and the stories and
cultures they carry with them.
85% of the world’s writing systems are on the verge
of vanishing - not granted official status, not taught in
schools, discouraged and dismissed.
When a culture is forced to abandon its traditional script,
everything it has written for hundreds of years - sacred
texts, poems, personal correspondence, legal documents,
the collective experience, wisdom and identity of a people - is lost. This Atlas is about those writing systems, and
the people who are trying to save them.
Tim Brookes is a frequent speaker/presenter at
conferences on endangered languages and global communications, and the author of sixteen books.
10 NOVEMBER 2022
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HOW TO GROW
A GARDEN

A beginner’s guide to creating a thriving
outdoor space
A beautifully illustrated guide to creating
a flourishing garden – no matter what your
space, experience or time-investment.

WMP (Gardening: Plants),
WMD (Garden Design & Planning)
Hardback £16.99 9781529421217
215 x 145mm 240 pages
Ebook 9781529421224

Gardening expert Ellen Mary takes you through every
step of gardening, from the basics of understanding your
space and decoding plant labels, to common pests and
how to keep your plants alive once they’re in the ground.
Packed full of practical information, this book is relevant for
any beginner gardener, no matter what type of outdoor
space you have – whether you’re looking for ideas for
green-filled balconies, or larger low-maintenance plots.
You’ll also find tailored advice for different levels of time
investment, whether you have just 10 minutes or 4 hours
per week to spend in your garden.
Once you’ve got the basics covered, you’ll learn key
gardening skills including:
•Planting flower beds
•How and when to prune
•Composting correctly
•How to grow a lawn, trees and roses
So, flex those green fingers, get your hands dirty and enjoy
the process of creating a beautiful, blooming garden.
Ellen Mary is a horticultural TV presenter, producer,
and writer. She speaks regularly about gardening in the
media, and has appeared on WCNC USA, BBC News,
Mustard TV, BBC Countryfile Diaries, featured in The
Times, and filmed with the Royal Horticultural Society.
27 JULY 2022

50

Ancient and modern, theoretical and practical, every day and esoteric, this series
offers the perfect overview to the central tenets of maths, philosophy, psychics,
economics, psychology, and big ideas.
The perfect introduction to the big ideas that shape the world we live in.

50 BIG IDEAS YOU REALLY
NEED TO KNOW
BEN DUPRÉ

Popular Xcience (PDZ), History of Ideas (JFCX)
9781529425147 A Format 208 pages

Ben Dupré read Classics at Exeter College, Oxford before
pursuing a career in reference publishing. He was Children’s
Reference Publisher at Oxford University Press from 1992
until 2004 and, all told, has more than 20 years’ experience
of bringing complex and challenging concepts to the widest
possible audience.

NONFICTION | AUGUST | GREENFINCH

In a series of accessible and engaging essays, 50 Ideas You Really Need to Know
introduces and explains the key concepts, ideas and theories that allow us to
understand and shape the world around us.

50 ECONOMIC IDEAS YOU
REALLY NEED TO KNOW
EDMUND CONWAY

Popular Xcience (PDZ), History of Ideas (JFCX)
9781529425130 A Format 208 pages

Ed Conway is Economics Editor of Sky News and formerly
Economics Editor of The Daily Telegraph and Sunday Telegraph.
Ed was the first to reveal the Bank of England’s plans to create
money through quantitative easing and to warn of the funding
gap in the banking system which later led to the collapse of
Northern Rock. He lives in London.

50 PHYSICS IDEAS YOU
REALLY NEED TO KNOW
JOANNE BAKER

Popular Xcience (PDZ), History of Ideas (JFCX)
9781529425123 A Format 208 pages

Joanne Baker studied Physics at Cambridge and took her
PhD at the University of Sydney in 1995. She is a physical
science editor at Science magazine, where her speciality is
space and earth science. She has also written Universe: 50
Ideas You Really Need to Know.
18 AUGUST 2022
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In a series of accessible and engaging essays, 50 Ideas You Really Need to Know
introduces and explains the key concepts, ideas and theories that allow us to
understand and shape the world around us.
Ancient and modern, theoretical and practical, every day and esoteric, this series
offers the perfect overview to the central tenets of maths, philosophy, psychics,
economics, psychology, and big ideas.
The perfect introduction to the big ideas that shape the world we live in.

50 MATH IDEAS YOU REALLY
NEED TO KNOW
TONY CRILLY

Popular Xcience (PDZ), History of Ideas (JFCX)
9781529425154 A Format 208 pages

Tony Crilly is a Reader in Mathematical Sciences at Middlesex
University, having previously taught at the University of
Michigan, the City University in Hong Kong and the Open
University. He is the author of the acclaimed biography of the
English mathematician Arthur Cayley.

50 PHILOSOPHY IDEAS YOU
REALLY NEED TO KNOW
BEN DUPRÉ

Popular Xcience (PDZ), History of Ideas (JFCX)
9781529425109 A Format 208 pages

Ben Dupré read Classics at Exeter College, Oxford before
pursuing a career in reference publishing. He was Children’s
Reference Publisher at Oxford University Press from 1992
until 2004 and, all told, has more than 20 years’ experience
of bringing complex and challenging concepts to the widest
possible audience.

50 PSYCHOLOGY IDEAS
YOU REALLY NEED TO
KNOW
ADRIAN FURNHAM

Popular Xcience (PDZ), History of Ideas (JFCX)
9781529425116 A Format 208 pages

Adrian Furnham is Professor of Psychology at the University
of London (UCL). He is the author of 48 books including
Culture Shock, The Psychology of Money, and The Dark Side
of Behaviour at Work.
52

18 AUGUST 2022

STEPH BLACKWELL
A joyful celebration of baking with 50 delicious
recipes by Great British Bake Off contestant
Steph Blackwell.
Put a smile on your face with 50 delicious bakes,
each designed to bring joy in both the making
and the tasting.

Cakes, Baking, Icing, Sugarcraft [WBVS],
TV/Celebrity Chef Cookbooks [WBB]
Hardback £20.00 9781529422238
Crown Quarto 208 pages
Ebook 9781529422245

More than a simple recipe book, Bake Yourself Happy
delves into the psychology and science of why baking
can help to alleviate stress, increase self-confidence,
and bring us a greater sense of wellbeing.
Steph Blackwell has discovered the life-affirming power
of baking in her own life, and since then has been on a
mission to sprinkle a little more baking joy in the world.
Whether through baking for others, setting yourself new
challenges, or conjuring up the tastes and smells that
remind you of favourite people, places or times, the
process of baking has been proven to bring a host of
wellbeing benefits . . . plus, with these recipes, the end
result is guaranteed to put a spring in your step.
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BAKE YOURSELF HAPPY

50 delicious recipes to bring joy to your kitchen

Steph Blackwell was a finalist in the 2019 series
of The Great British Bake Off. A sports and health
enthusiast, Steph is outspoken about the importance
of self-care and mental-health wellbeing.
1 SEPTEMBER 2022
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QUIET ESCAPES

50 inspiring destinations to find your Zen

EMMA THOMSON
Swap the hustle and bustle of normal life
for the expansive quietness of the world’s
remotest corners and sacred grounds.
In the modern world, silence has become a rare
luxury, yet it has been proven that moments of genuine
quiet are essential for our wellbeing. From historic
pilgrim routes to exploring the last true wildernesses,
travellers are increasingly seeking out opportunities
for true quiet reflection.

Travel & Holiday [WT],
Travel Tips & Advice: General [WTD]
Hardback £22.00 9781529420555
246 x 189mm 256 pages
Ebook 9781529420548

Quiet Escapes is the definitive guide to travelling for peace
and quiet. With 50 carefully selected silent trips to choose
from, including natural wilderness adventures, remote island
retreats, sacred pilgrim routes and unexpected oases of
quiet in urban areas, there is something for everyone.
Emma Thomson specialises in remote destinations and
responsible tours. She writes for National Geographic
Traveller, The Telegraph, The Times, The Independent and
The Sunday Times. Winner of Travel Writer of the Year 2019.
8 SEPTEMBER 2022

The Flightless Traveller
1Hardback £22.00
9781529410723
Ebook 9781529410730
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53 WAYS TO FEEL BETTER

Dr Emma Hepburn

Dr Emma Hepburn
@thepsychologymum

Assertiveness, Motivation & Self-Esteem (VSPM),
Health Psychology (MBNH9),
Psychology: Emotions (JMQ)
Hardback £14.99 9781529416213
180x134mm 192 pages
Ebook 9781529416220

A TOOLKIT FOR YOUR
EMOTIONS

DR EMMA HEPBURN

53 tools and techniques for managing
everyday emotions including anxiety, shame,
stress and anger and welcoming in feelings of
happiness and contentment.
Dr Emma Hepburn is the most well-known psychologist
on Instagram (@thepsychologymum, 134k followers) and
has won numerous awards for her contribution to mental
health awareness. In A Toolkit for Your Emotions, Emma
takes a deep dive into how we feel and explains all the
tools you need to intercept and redirect challenging
emotions. From joy to anger, shame to stress and anxiety,
Emma has practical and effective ways to feel instantly
calmer and more content.
Each topic is illustrated with Emma’s well-loved illustrations
to make them accessible, meaningful and memorable.
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A TOOLKIT FOR EMOTIONS

A
TOOLKIT
FOR YOUR
EMOTIONS

Dr Emma Hepburn is a clinical psychologist, with
expertise in neuropsychology, who has over 15 years’
experience of working with and treating mental health
difficulties in both the public and private sector. She is
passionate about bringing psychology and evidencebased mental health information beyond the clinic
room to a wider audience and encouraging people to
proactively look after their mental health. She writes as
@thepsychologymum on Instagram (134k followers).
15 SEPTEMBER 2022

A Toolkit for
Happiness
Hardback £14.99
9781529416183
Ebook 9781529416206

A Toolkit for
Modern Life
Hardback £12.99
9781529410228
Ebook 9781529410235
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SWEARY BINGO

A party game for the potty-mouthed.
Experience the sheer joy of swearing at your friends and
loved ones in this simple, highly addictive and hilarious
boardgame. There are a selection 64 crass, insulting and
creative swear words to shout out, in this potty-mouthed
version of the classic game. Liberating, stress-relieving
and &^%*ing good fun!
Box contains:
Board Games [WDMG]
Boxed Board Game £20.00 9781529425635
228 x 228 x 65mm

• A master board
• 64 tiles
• 12 playing boards
• 100 counters
• Fold-flat tile box
29 SEPTEMBER 2022
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CREATIVITY BEGINS
WITH YOU

31 Practical Workshops to Explore
Your Creative Potential

ANDY NEAL and DION STAR
Explore your creative potential through play.

Student, Industrial/Commercial Art & Design (AK),
Graphic Design (AKC),
Typography & Lettering (AKD)
Trade Paperback £19.99 9781529420227
240 x 170mm 240 pages
Ebook 9781529420234

When we work
without boundaries,
we more often than
not drown in a sea
of possibility.

primary motivation for writing this book – is based on the realization
that through a process of discovery learning, we can encourage as many
students as possible to shift their perspectives again and again, until they
become comfortable with this dislocation. Through these experiences,

14 JULY 2022

they naturally identify and adopt their points of reference, ultimately
developing the tools, processes and routines that reflect their unique
creative personalities. Identity and habit come (almost) full circle.

Creative constraints: the guardian as algorithm
Finally, then, to the idea of creative constraints. When we work without
boundaries, we more often than not drown in a sea of possibility.
Unabridged freedom may, on the surface, appear to be the ultimate goal
suffocating for creativity, and we often end up fearing the open brief.
Constraints provide us with a safe space, a protected context to operate
within, and afford us one less thing to think about.
Constraints are used as a means of triggering ideas and inspiration,
and many lateral-thinking tests provide specific limitations for us to
work within. Sometimes the presentation of the constraints themselves
is just as compelling as the response. For example, OuLiPo (Ouvroir
de littérature potentielle, which roughly translates as ‘workshop of
potential literature’) is a collection of mainly Francophone writers and
mathematicians who impose constrained writing techniques upon
themselves in pursuit of creativity. It was founded in 1960 by Raymond
Queneau and François Le Lionnais. Notable works generated by OuLiPo
members include Queneau’s Cent mille milliards de poèmes, a collection
of ten sonnets that could be recombined in a hundred thousand billion
different ways (and would probably take 200 million years to read),
and Georges Perec’s novel La Disparition, which does not contain the
letter e. The movement has also inspired other non-writing groups,
such as OuBaPo (Ouvroir de bande dessinée potentielle, established in
1992), members of which create comic book art under voluntary artistic
constraints in a similar way.
Queneau defined the purpose of OuLiPo as ‘the search for new forms
and structures that may be used by writers in any way they see fit.’14
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Habit

Chapter Two

Warrior Mode
(pick a fight – with yourself)

Time: 3–6 hours+.

Everything we do creatively will exist within a context. We

Tools: Pencil, paper,
material from
exercises 1, 2 and
(particularly) 3, plus
a current brief.

all tend to stick with what we know, and this can become a
significant problem. Fear of change, creative bias, blind spots
and so on are all factors that can quietly limit our capacity
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Helps: Embrace a
radically different
way of working.

Context

to grow.
We all have a backstory, a history that shapes the existing
expression of our craft (our unique manifesto, if you like) – the
me. Beyond histories and manifestos, there is us – the we, the
collective creative voice, and its capacity to shape our thinking
more subtly. Thirdly, there are our individual and collective
habits – the interplay of behaviours that shape our practice at
a far deeper level and are often harder to identify or change.
These themes all coalesce into a broad but ultimately limited
framework, and it’s essential to be aware of this before we
move on.
In encouraging our students to identify their existing
practice, and to then move beyond it, we have tried several
approaches – from a step-by-step, incremental evolution to a
more dramatic thrown-in-at-the-deep-end revolution. What
works best comes down to each individual’s preferences.
However, just like easing yourself slowly into icy water rather
than swiftly taking the plunge, the evolution route brings
with it a prolonged discomfort – sometimes even to the point
where you reject any lasting change in favour of the known and
familiar (or you decide to forgo a swim altogether!). By contrast,
throwing yourself in quickly (the revolution) creates a bigger
shock to the system. However, unlike the risk of a heart attack
in the case of a freezing lake, dramatic, creative change seems
to unlock a legitimate, and positive, shift in behaviour – shortcircuiting what exists already, and opening up new possibilities.
As part of our work exploring ways to address the
evolution/revolution balance – and particularly the belief that
98

Chapter Four

6 | While in situ, create a work that responds to your feelings
about that place.
7 | Document your findings.

‘Mistakes are
as important
as successes.’
Andy Goldsworthy 28

8 | Just after dusk, reflect on the day, noting any points of tension
or progress.

Rules
l

Use only the materials you find on-site.

l

Use only natural materials (nothing machined).

l

Treat the space with reverence and respect.

l

Leave the space better than you found it.

l

Record your activities photographically (process and outcomes).

Evening reflections
l

How did this day differ from your normal practice?

l

What did you find hard?

l

What did you find easy?

l

What did you enjoy?

l

Were there moments when you were genuinely lost in play?

l

How in control did you feel?

l

Is this good/bad?

l

Thoughts surrounding place, materials or processes?

l

Thoughts surrounding making vs documenting?

l

Which aspects of the day should you retain?

l

Which should you ignore?

l

Things to amplify?

l

Things to reduce?

l

How could your normal practice evolve in the light of the day?

Page 189, opposite and following pages: Goldsworthy Day by Eleanor
Smith, Draig Conybear and Dan Moggs

Practice
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Andy Neal and Dion Star teach at the School of
Communication, Falmouth University, UK. This book is
the result of over thirty years’ combined experience
running creativity workshops at the school.

Our ongoing creation of workshops of this kind – and, indeed, the

– you can do whatever you like. However, there is arguably nothing more
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Can creativity be ‘taught’? Or is it simply innate? This
book will help you find your creativity through your own
unique identity and experience, challenging you to fight
those negative voices, get out of your habitual comfort
zones and – most importantly – play. Part practical
workshop and part provocative guide, Creativity Begins
With You is an invaluable companion for any student
working across the creative disciplines.

191

Successful writing for design, advertising
and marketing

GYLES LINGWOOD
and MARK SHAW
‘An inspiring and essential book for everyone
interested in improving the way they write.‘
Brian Minards, School of Advertising, Academy
of Art University, San Francisco

Student, Advertising (KJSA),
Business Strategy (KJC)
Trade Paperback £22.50 9781529420241
246 x 172mm 240 pages
Ebook 9781529420258

Writing copy is often assumed to be a natural talent.
However, there are simple techniques you can employ
to craft strong written content with ease. This revised
edition teaches the art of writing great copy for
digital media, branding, advertising, direct marketing,
retailing, catalogues, company magazines and internal
communications, and aspects of writing for social media
are integrated throughout. There are also new interviews
and case studies. Using a series of exercises and up-todate illustrated examples of award-winning campaigns
and communication, *Copywriting, Third Edition takes
you through step-by-step processes that can help you
to write content quickly and effectively.

NONFICTION | AUGUST | LAURENCE KING PUBLISHING

COPYWRITING
*THIRD
EDITION

Gyles Lingwood is Director of Education (Arts) at the
University of Lincoln and the author of Read Me: 10 Lessons
for Writing Great Copy.
Mark Shaw was a professional copywriter for more than
30 years. He died in 2017.
29 AUGUST 2022
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FASHION PORTFOLIO

TAMARA ALBU and
MICHELLE NAHUMALBRIGHT
Foreword by Agatha Ruiz de la Prada
A stand-out portfolio is essential for
advanced fashion students, emerging
designers and all professionals building
their careers in the industry.

Create
Curate
Innovate

Tamara Albu &
Michelle Nahum-Albright
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FASHION PORTFOLIO

Create, Curate, Innovate

Fashion (AKT, AKTA)
Trade Paperback £30.00 9781913947927
280 x 216mm 208 pages
Ebook 9781529419870

The Sketchbook as a Designer’s Diary
Interesting designs may come to you in the blink of
an eye. To avoid losing them, it is essential to develop
a system to capture your ideas while they are fresh.
Every designer finds their own method of collecting
thoughts. Some prefer a sketchbook, others use
dedicated folders organized by category: i.e. sketches
and notes, research and inspirational images, fabric
sourcing. These are all forms of a designer’s diary
or journal and offer a refuge for you to create and
experiment without any self-imposed restrictions.
The unleashed imagination results in a flood of ideas
to be curated and culled later. Sketches are usually
rough and filled with creative immediacy. They can be
supported by quick notes, fabric swatches and bits of
reference.

(above) Gianfranco Ferré, Gala evening coat in velvet and peau
d’ange color taffeta – F/W 1988-89 Couture Collection design specs

This intimate personal collection may supply material
for a mood board. Waiting within this barrage of
creative thought may be a collection concept, theme,
silhouette information, a color story or fabric story.
We all have good days, when ideas pour out, and
those other days when nothing seems to work. A
journal’s treasures can pay off when you confront
these dry periods.

(above, left and right) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Vestibulum ultricies risus quis augue feugiat fau
cibus. Pellentesque dui ligula, auctor at.
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Collection: Development, Identity and Focus

Review

Dos and Don’ts

The portfolio demonstrates process, final product,
and a personal perspective. Just as a web portfolio
speaks the designer’s visual language, so the physical
quality of a designer’s analog portfolio must
complement its contents in style, attitude, and polish.

Do choose analog or digital, or a combination of
both, for your portfolio based on the strengths of
your media

Both digital and analog portfolios are interactive
experiences. The analog portfolio makes the most
of physical attributes. Original hand-rendered
artwork with distinctive qualities or techniques works
particularly well in this format. An online digital
portfolio, on the other hand, has the advantage
of being able to include hyperlink insertions and
animated or kinetic media.
Recent years have seen a huge increase in the
amount of work conducted remotely. Portable,
quickly updatable web portfolios fit this context
well. To make the most of all available opportunities,
designers should consider using both analog and
digital formats in conjunction.
Whichever format it is in, your portfolio should always
aim to show excellence and vision.

Don’t allow technical needs to outweigh curation
for quality
Do realize that your portfolio style is part of an
overall strategy
Don’t try to show all your work on a webpage
or website
Do be selective in curating content and choosing
a website host
Don’t forget to make sure your website has
mobile capability

Fashion Portfolio: Create, Curate, Innovate is a practical
guide to creating a far-reaching portfolio, emphasizing
the value of personalized storytelling. Its focus is in
helping designers attain visual and conceptual clarity in
representing their potential. As part of a personal brand
strategy, the portfolio becomes a stronger sales tool.
This is why the book also explores research, personal
branding, presentation materials online and offline,
interview technique and follow up.
Tamara Albu was Associate Professor of Fashion at
Parsons School of Design, where she taught for over
15 years and developed a number of their courses
including Fashion Portfolio. She has also guest lectured
and conducted workshops in Europe and Asia.

Quick Quiz
•

Why is it important to pay attention to
file resolution for both analog and digital
portfolios?

•

What advantage does a digital portfolio offer
over an analog portfolio?

•

What are the two most important aspects
to consider when designing your personal
digital website?

•

What are the benefits of structuring your
layout using a grid?

(opposite, top) Eleonora Gendler, Chrysalis costume,
background cutout.
(opposite, below) Eleonora Gendler, partial border
background on grid.
104
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Personal strategy and clear identity are key to
successfully presenting yourself as a designer within
the fashion industry. Displaying these qualities in your
various portfolios and personal branding calls for
creativity, careful curation and innovation.

Portfolio Styles: Portfolio Layout and Composition
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Michelle Nahum-Albright is Assistant Professor of
Fashion at Parsons School of Design, where she teaches
Process and Skills for Fashion. Previously she has taught
at FIT and at Pratt Institute. Her industry experience
includes 17 years as a designer at Elizabeth Arden.

I get heavily inspired by toys and memories from
my childhood and these collections have become
the signature pieces of RACCOONANDBABIES,
especially the Arm me collection.

AGATHA AGATHA
RACCOONANDBABIES,
Founder and Creative Director
Jakarta, Indonesia
The designer behind jewelry brand
RACCOONANDBABIES, Agatha Agatha (CFDA
+ nominee), integrates childhood memories from
her upbringing in Jakarta, Indonesia with her
worldly experiences studying design in New York
City. Her jewelry has been featured in Grazia,
Nylon, Elle, Cosmopolitan, Femina and Monaco
magazines as well as The Jakarta Post.
www.raccoonandbabies.com
What initially drew you to the competitive field
of jewelry design?
I’ve always been interested in toys and 3D objects
so when I studied at Parsons School of Design it
really showed me that I was more into jewelry than
clothing. Fortunately, I was able to take 3D modelling
classes while I was completing my Fashion Design
major and after graduating from Parsons, I went to
the Fashion Institute of Technology to study jewelry.
I then worked as a jewelry designer in Palm Beach for
a while before I moved back to Jakarta, Indonesia and
pursued RACCOONANDBABIES full time.
Who is the Raccoonandbabies customer?
Customers of RACCOONANDBABIES are people in
the age group of 15 and up, both male and female who
appreciate timeless and playfully sophisticated jewelry
with refined, subtle details. We are mostly known for
our collectible pieces with very distinctive designs.
Most jewelry designs out there are very precious,
but for me, jewelry should be fun and playful.
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Where does your inspiration for a new collection
come from?
When I design, I always think about what kind of
jewelry I’d like to wear, and I start from there to create
the shape. Sometimes, I get inspired by seeing random
objects and start making a collection from there. Like
the VALUE.ABLE collection, it was inspired by zero
waste jewelry that mimics the shapes of normally
disposable plastic items.
What was most difficult about founding your
own business?
Developing and maintaining self-discipline as an
entrepreneur. It can be difficult to delineate between
work and leisure time, having a definite start and
finish time is often hard when you love what you do.
What advice would you give to a young designer
aiming to develop their own brand?
Jewelry is very personal. It should offer an eyecatching recognized style by the designer. I think
it’s important for designers to have strong brand
identities, each appealing to the chosen markets.
It is also very important to set the right price point for
your brand, it dictates who your customers are,
what kind of marketing tactics you will use and quality
you will be able to produce in that range.
How would you reimagine the fashion industry as
the world shifts to a new normal?
Valuable jewelry doesn’t have to be boring; you can
have fun and playful jewelry that you can wear on any
occasion. My jewelry is timeless classic, distinctive
and individual. We always use the finest quality
materials so that our pieces can be enjoyed for years
to come.
What artist, writer or designer inspires you?
Jean-Charles de Castelbajac! He created the teddy
bear coat worn by Madonna and Helena Christensen.
His works is heavily inspired by pop art color and
wearable art. He is a fashioner designer as well as an
artist and it shows in his clothing.
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SAFIA MINNEY

Foreword by Andrew Morgan
Can fashion restore what it has taken from the
natural world and revive communities, while
also making truly sustainable profit?

SAFIA
MINNEY

G
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M
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E
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Fashion (AKT, AKTA), Sustainability (RNU)
Trade Paperback £30.00 9781529419924
230 x 189mm 224 pages
Ebook 9781529419931

92

Regenerative Fashion presents the future of fashion built
on the regenerative use of natural resources, the revival
of craft in the global South and a new economy. It shares
the stories of our interconnectedness with the natural
world – and each other – and the urgency we face in the
convergence of crises: the climate crisis and social crisis
highlighted by the fight for racial justice.
Fashion has been inspired by nature for hundreds of
years. Biomimicry highlights our dependence on nature
and why we must shift fashion to respect this. A new
commercial approach is possible and Safia Minney
shows how it can be done through regeneration, which
goes beyond sustainability.

PEOPLE, LIVELIHOODS & CRAFTS

The book features dozens of interviews from best practice
designers, organizations and initiatives around the world,
as well as thought pieces from leading figures such as
Orsola de Castro, Dilys Williams and Kate Fletcher.
The Slum Studio
Interviewee: Sel Kofiga (artist and founder)
Location: Ghana

NEW ECONOMY & LEADERSHIP

NEW ECONOMY & LEADERSHIP

ALTHOUGH I HAVE DIVIDED THIS BOOK into three sections, this was
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every decision we make, across the entire system. A good starting point is recognizing
that capitalism is a broken concept. It promotes endless growth but ignores the fact
that natural resources to support it are finite.
Kate Raworth’s book Doughnut Economics (2017) offers an alternative vision for
meeting all of our needs without exhausting the planet (see below). To locate this
sweet spot, her economic model is visualized as two concentric rings, combining the
ecological ceiling created by the nine planetary boundaries (see p.XXX) with a set of
12 social foundations to avoid conflict and meet basic human needs. These social
foundations are: food, health, education, income and work, peace and justice, political
voice, social equity, gender equality, housing, networks, energy and water.

ity
ers
d iv
bio loss

done to satisfy a structural need for order. The reality, of course, is that the systems
being addressed – natural and human – are both deeply complex and interconnected.
No one single element can be separated out in importance from another, or changed
in isolation.
This interconnectedness is what lies at the heart of the changes we need to see
when it comes to leadership and a new economy. In order to operate in a way that is
regenerative, organizations must employ practices that allow them to respond as part
of the living, ever-changing system in which they operate – practices based on how
the world really works.
We must be clear that humanity is not going to be saved by another conscious
fashion collection. Although the journey has to start from where we are, we have to
face up to the grim reality that time is fast running out. We may well wish that we
could come back to this point in time and do things differently! We cannot waste
time on incremental change or doing one thing at a time. We must face the
complexity of the system as a whole and respond to it as a whole. The longer we
delay, the fewer opportunities we will have to restore the life-support systems of our
earth. We must act quickly, before the window closes on the billions who will suffer
the consequences as the planet warms and livelihoods shrivel and die.
It is clear that human activity has left our planet in deep and worsening climate,
ecological and social crises. GHG emissions have led to global warming of just over
1°C above pre-industrial levels. Keeping to an increase of 1.5°C – which would require
halving emissions by 2030 and hitting net zero by 2050 – would help us avoid the
most catastrophic consequences, but the IPCC estimate that we only have
commitments to reach a minimum of 2.7 °C by the end of the century. A lack of true
leadership and meaningful action has so far left us falling pitifully short of the 1.5°
pathway. Businesses and citizens must therefore lead the way and push for the
legislation that is vital for change.
Tackling the climate and ecological emergencies we face requires systemic
thinking. The identification of core causes means thinking through the impacts of
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LEFT: Based on Kate Raworth
and Chrisitan Guthier’s ‘Doughnut
of social and planetary boundaries’.
This framework makes clear the
inequality of the existing system,
where we have already overshot
four of the planetary boundaries
and much of the world suffers
significant shortfalls in all
12 of the social foundations.
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Safia Minney MBE is an award-winning, international
social entrepreneur, speaker and advisor. She has over
20 years’ experience as a Global CEO of the company
she founded, People Tree, developing the first sustainable
and Fair Trade supply chains and standards with
advisory roles with industry bodies.
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REGENERATIVE FASHION

A NATURE-BASED
APPROACH TO
FIBRES, LIVELIHOODS
AND LEADERSHIP

REGENERATIVE
FASHION

3 OCTOBER 2022

NATURE & MATERIALS

Oshadi
Interviewee: Nishanth Chopra (founder)
Location: India
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THE BRAND BOOK

An insider’s guide to brand building
for businesses and organizations

DARYL FIELDING
A no-nonsense guide to the fundamentals
of brands and branding.

Professional, Advertising (KJSA),
Business Strategy (KJC)
Trade Paperback £16.99 9781529420173
200 x 144mm 232 pages
Ebook 9781529420180
CHAPTER 1

1. WHAT IS A BRAND AND WHY DO BRANDS MATTER?

What is a
brand and
why do brands
matter?
Some brands go way back. The Bavarian breweries Weihenstephan
and Weltenburger, founded in 1040 and 1050 respectively, are
disputing the claim to be the world’s oldest German monastic
beer. Sudo Honke is a Japanese brand of premium sake founded
in 1141 and one of the oldest brands and companies in the
world. Guangyuyuan is a Chinese herbal remedy dating from
1541 and is still one of the biggest brands in China. Bushmills,
a Northern Irish distillery, was granted a licence in 1609; as Colum
Egan, the head distiller, says, ‘We’re not the best because we’re
the oldest, we’re the oldest because we’re the best.’ Whether you
agree with his assessment or not (some prefer a Scottish single
malt, me included), more than 400 years in business, with the
same brand, demands respect. And his brand-centric point that
maintaining quality has made that firm sustainable should give
pause for thought.
In the UK, in 1706, Twinings tea company was founded; in
1787 it created its logo, which is believed to be the oldest brand
mark in continuous use. Berenberg Bank, from Hamburg,
Germany, founded in 1590, is the second-oldest lender in the
world, while the banking firm that became known as Barclays
started trading in 1690 and adopted the name in 1736. The oldest
US brand is Caswell-Massey, selling fragrances and toiletries,
founded in 1752 and counting George Washington among its
early customers. It now operates across 27 states.
Drinks, smells and money. Sustainable businesses for centuries.
What’s not to like?

The world’s most valuable brands
Some of the world’s oldest
brands. Clockwise from
Every year, an organization that specializes in brand analysis,
top left: Bushmills (1609),
Kantar, publishes its world rankings of the most valuable brands. Weihenstephan (1040),
Weltenberger (1050),
If you’re that way inclined, it makes interesting reading. This
Barclays Bank (1690) and
Berenberg Bank (1590).
survey values brands not only by using the turnover of the
company, but also by calculating the contribution reputation
makes. In 2019 the following brands comprised the top ten:
Amazon, Apple, Google, Microsoft, Visa, Facebook, Alibaba,
Tencent, McDonald’s, and AT&T – most of these brands newly
minted and tech-based. Alibaba and Tencent are Chinese brands
in the global top ten, and very new Chinese lifestyle app brands Mobile phone
Meitan and Dianping entered the top 100 in 2019. Unsurprisingly, companies from
mobile phone companies – the tide floating many of these
almost every
app-based boats – from almost every major economy appear in
major economy
the global top 100, including AT&T (USA), Movistar (Spain), appear in the
Verizon (USA), Orange (France), Vodafone (UK), T-Mobile
global top 100
(Germany) and NTT (Japan).
Playing to country stereotypes, the top 100 also includes
German engineering and tech brands SAP, BMW, Mercedes and
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CHAPTER 18

1. WHAT IS A BRAND AND WHY DO BRANDS MATTER?

How to keep
all this together
once you’ve
figured it out
I wouldn’t blame you if you needed a lie-down now you’ve read
all this. Creating and curating a brand is actually quite a lot of
work, and it’s futile to pretend otherwise. But it’s rare that you
have to do it all in one go. It tends to be more organic than that
and it is a creative endeavour that is inspiring and fun. The
outcome of all the thinking and creating needs to be captured
somewhere so that it can be understood and applied by those
who need to bring the brand to life. Companies often describe
this document, whether physical or digital, as their ‘brand book’.
Hence the title of this one, a gag that marketers get immediately – other individuals not so much!
If you are starting work as the new marketing director or
brand director of a large company, there will probably be
something in place already that may need to be evolved. Or it
might be fine and just needs to be better communicated and
managed. Vodafone UK had design guidelines and a tone-of-voice
guide of random provenance, but little else that gave the brand
meaning or explained the thinking. Fortunately, the global team
had delivered outstanding design work, but I still needed to add
the bits that were missing for the UK, which was mostly about
customer understanding, differentiation, brand purpose and
the tone of voice. If you are a start-up, you should start with your
strategy and then add what you need as the business develops.
Whatever the stage of the business or the state of the brand,
you do need to capture what is decided as a guide. Even if you

are a one-man-band, you will probably forget the name of the
perfect subhead font for the navigation tabs on your website!
And the minute there are even two of you bringing the brand
to life in public, you’ll need a set of principles you agree on and
can follow. Guidelines need to be written down and this is what
they should include:

Brand book contents

Welcome to the world of

Brand X

Everything you need to
know to bring our beloved
brand to life.
Guidelines need to
be written down

Contents
How it all started…………………………...…..
Our customers
Who they are ………………………..................
What makes them tick ………….....................
Our Brand Theme and Manifesto ……...........
Our values and what we do and don’t do…...
Our visual equities
Our logo and how to use it …........................
Our typefaces and when to use them….........
Our brand colours and how to use them
Primary colour palette …................................
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PART 1: STRATEGY

1. WHAT IS A BRAND AND WHY DO BRANDS MATTER?

7. Visual equities Worked example for Pizza United

Logo and variants
Brand icons
Primary colour palette
Secondary colour
palette

Design ethos
Photographic Style
Typography

Notes to the example
Above is the list of assets you will need.
In the full brand guidelines much more
narrative and detail would be provided.

Primary and secondary
colour palettes.

The main logo: our ‘U’
references a pizza crust,
which we also use to
represent a glass of wine.
And it looks smiley. Which
we are. Logo variants:
reversed out of a darker
background.

Typography: headline
and body copy fonts.

Brand icons: the pizza
(with the crust that gives
us our U), wine glasses
and building your own.

Photographic style:
muted tones, evening
sunshine, evocative of
Mediterranean warmth...
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The Brand Book provides a straightforward and practical
guide to the fundamentals of brands and branding,
enabling anyone in business to create their own powerful
brand. Entertainingly written in jargon-free language,
the author draws on her experiences of creating new
brand strategies across a wide range of categories.
Real world examples and case studies, including images
from well-known brand campaigns, are used to illustrate
the principles that underpin the best of brand practice.
The final chapter includes handy templates and checklists
to help you develop your own brand.
Daryl Fielding has held senior roles in advertising,
media and marketing. She has created new brand
strategies across many categories, from Dove to
Vodafone, and is a recognised speaker on brands
and marketing leadership.
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PAPERBACKS | JULY

JULY
Crime (FF)
Paperback £7.99
9781529401165
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781529401172
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

JULY
Memoir (BM), Autobiography:
Arts & Entertainment (BGFA)
Paperback £10.99
9781529416527
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781529416503
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

JULY
Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781529415216
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529415193

JULY
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (FA)
Paperback £8.99
9781529419627
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781529419634
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THE MURDER BOX

OLIVIA KIERNAN

Some games can be deadly . . .
The mind-bending new novel from a
true star in crime fiction writing – The
Murder Box will keep you guessing till
the last page.

PUTTING THE RABBIT
IN THE HAT

BRIAN COX

The long-awaited memoir by movie
and theatre legend, Brian Cox.
Rich in emotion, irreverence and meaning,
with plenty of laughs along the way, this is
a rags-to riches memoir like no other – a
seminal autobiography that both captures
Cox’s distinctive voice and his very soul.

A GOOD DAY TO DIE

AMEN ALONGE

An action-packed, unforgettable
thriller from a fresh and exciting
new voice.
It's been ten years since Pretty Boy left
London. Now he's back, it’s clear revenge
is on his mind. But when his plans are
derailed, the hunter becomes the hunted
and Pretty Boy has to find out if it is
indeed a ‘good day to die’.

ANYTHING COULD
HAPPEN

LUCY DIAMOND

The uplifting, feel-good novel from
the Sunday Times bestselling author.
For Lara and her daughter Eliza, it has
always been just the two of them. But
when Eliza wants to connect with her
father, Lara has to admit a secret she’s
kept from her daughter her whole life.

JULY

Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781529422283
B Format 304 pages
Ebook 9781911350873
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

JULY

Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781529401110
B Format 448 pages
Ebook 9781529401103
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

JULY
Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781529406535
B Format 416 pages
Ebook 9781529406511
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

THE STONING

PETER PAPATHANASIOU
A pacy, atmospheric Outback
noir debut.
DS Manolis returns to his hometown to
investigate the murder of a schoolteacher.
As he negotiates the poor and derelict
dusthole it has become, the ghosts of his
past flicker to life.
‘The crime debut of the year’
The Times

PAPERBACKS | JULY

JULY
Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781529416992
B Format 320 pages
Ebook 9781529417005
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

PORTRAIT OF THE SPY
AS A YOUNG MAN

EDWARD WILSON

William Catesby is dropped into
occupied France in WWII
1941: a teenage William Catesby leaves
Cambridge to join the army and support
the war effort. Parachuted into Occupied
France as an SOE officer, he witnesses
tragedies and remarkable feats of bravery
during the French Resistance.

WHITETHROAT

JAMES HENRY

‘Whitethroat is an intricate picture of
provincial Britain in the 80s – Thatcher,
Northern Ireland, racial tensions, drugs,
skinheads. Policing all that, & digging up
past crimes thought long forgotten, is an
explosive mix’ Paul French
The third book in the DI Nicholas Lowry
series, for fans of Peter James and Stuart
Macbride – a real estate deal, a racist,
and the Robin Hood pub hold the key to
a killing . . .

THE IMAGE OF HER

SONIA VELTON

Stella and Connie have never met.
What happens when their lives collide?
Stella lives with her mother, a smothering
narcissist. Her world has shrunk since
a terrible accident that shut her in. She
spends her time watching a beautiful
stranger on social media. But why is she
so drawn to a woman she has never met?
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PAPERBACKS | JULY  AUGUST

JULY

Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781529418149
B Format 288 pages
Ebook 9781529418125
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

AUGUST

Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781529406832
B Format 480 pages
Ebook 9781529406818
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

AUGUST

Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781529409673
B Format 368 pages
Ebook 9781529409680
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

AUGUST

Crime (FF)
Paperback £9.99
9781529400991
B Format 384 pages
Ebook 9781529400960
Not For Sale: USA & CAN
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BRUNO’S CHALLENGE &
OTHER DORDOGNE TALES

MARTIN WALKER

A bumper collection of stories featuring
Bruno, France’s favourite policeman.
With titles like ‘The Chocolate War’, ‘The
Birthday Lunch’ and ‘A Market Tale’ you
may be sure that gastronomy will feature
as well as crime in ‘Dangerous Vacation’.
Bruno strides through these tales, settling
local disputes and keeping safe his
beloved town of St Denis.

THE APOLLO MURDERS

CHRIS HADFIELD

An exceptional Cold War thriller from
the internationally bestselling author
and astronaut.
1973: a final, top-secret mission to the
Moon. As Russian and American crews
sprint for the lunar surface, Houston flight
controller Kaz struggles to keep the NASA
crew in the race. But not everyone on
board Apollo 18 is quite who they appear
to be . . .

THE LOCKED ROOM

ELLY GRIFFITHS

The next gripping instalment of
the bestselling Dr Ruth Galloway
Mysteries.
‘Galloway now seems as real as
Marple and Morse’ The Times
Ruth Galloway and DCI Nelson are on
the hunt for a murderer when Covid-19
rears its ugly head. Can they find the
killer despite lockdown?

THE WRONG GOODBYE

TOSHIHIKO YAHAGI
Translated by Alfred Birnbaum

A gripping hard-boiled mystery set
in Yokohama in Japan.
A wry salute to Raymond Chandler,
The Wrong Goodbye pits homicide
detective Eiji Futamura against a shady
Chinese business empire and US military
intelligence in the docklands of recessionera Japan, in a case that leads back to
the Vietnam War.

AUGUST

Historical Fiction (FV)
Paperback £8.99
9781529418491
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529418507

AUGUST

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £9.99
9781529421774
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529421781
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

AUGUST

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £9.99
9781529402391
B Format 272 pages
Ebook 9781529402384
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

INJURY TIME

DUNCAN HAMILTON
‘Hamilton has a perceptively
humane understanding of men
for whom football was never
just a game’ Guardian
Injury Time is the first novel from the
great sportswriter Duncan Hamilton.
It is about accepting the past and
living a life in the present, hope and
disappointment, success and failure
and how close all of those things are
in life and in the glory game.

PAPERBACKS | AUGUST

AUGUST

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £9.99
9781529408447
B Format 320 pages
Ebook 9781529408454
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

THE HOUSE AT
HELYGEN

VICTORIA HAWTHORNE
An atmospheric historical suspense
novel rich with familial secrets.
When Henry Fox is found dead in his
ancestral home, the police rule it a
suicide, but his wife, Josie, believes it
was murder. Can Josie piece together
the past to make sense of her present,
or will the secrets of Helygen House
forever remain a mystery?

ALL SOULS’ DAY

CEES NOOTEBOOM
Translated by Susan Massotty

An elegiac love story set in Berlin.
One winter’s day, Arthur Daane meets
history student Elik Orange and his world
is turned upside down. Wherever this
mysterious woman goes, he’s compelled to
follow. The poignant tale of a man coming
to terms with his place in the world.

THE ANTARCTICA
OF LOVE

SARA STRIDSBERG

Translated by Deborah Bragan-Turner

A beautiful and brutal novel from the
perspective of a murder victim.
This is the story of the moment of Inni’s
murder, but it is also about her life
before, and about the lives that carry
on afterwards.
The Antarctica of Love is a devastating
story of unexpected love, tenderness
and light in the total darkness.
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PAPERBACKS | SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

Language: History & General
Works (CBX)
Paperback £12.99
9781529411416
B Format 432 pages
Ebook 9781529411423
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SEPTEMBER

Crime (FF)
Paperback £9.99
9781529407884
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529407914
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SEPTEMBER

Literary Companions, Book Reviews
& Guides (DSRC), Ethnic Minorities &
Multicultural Studies (JFSL1)
Paperback £9.99
9781529414615
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529414608

SEPTEMBER

Fantasy (FM), Thriller/Suspense (FH),
Horror & Ghost Stories (FK)
Paperback £9.99
9781529415629
B Format 272 pages
Ebook 9781529415636
Not For Sale: USA & CAN
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THE DAWN OF
LANGUAGE

SVERKER JOHANSSON
Translated by Frank Perry

An erudite, beautifully written account
of one of humanity's greatest mysteries.
Drawing on evidence from many fields,
including archaeology, anthropology,
neurology and linguistics, Sverker
Johansson weaves disparate threads
together to show how our human ancestors
evolved into language users.

THE WANDERER

LUCA D’ANDREA

Translated by Katherine Gregor

The Sunday Times Thriller of the Month
A bestselling writer joins forces with a
young woman whose mother supposedly
drowned herself many years earlier. To get
to the truth they must take on the powerful
Perkman family, who may be harbouring
a sadistic serial killer.

THIS IS THE CANON

Decolonize Your Bookshelves in 50 Books

JOAN ANIMADDO, DEIRDRE
OSBORNE AND KADIJA SESAY
These are the books you should read.
This is the canon.
This is the Canon is a decolonised reading
list for anyone who wants to redress the
racial bias of their education and to rethink
what are considered the ‘classics’ of
literature.

CERTAIN DARK THINGS

SILVIA MORENOGARCIA

A pulse-pounding neo-noir
reimagining vampire lore.
Domingo is just trying to survive in Mexico
City when he meets Atl, the descendant of
Aztec blood-drinkers.
Will Atl and Domingo make it out of the
city alive before it devours them?

Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781529414813
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781529414790

OCTOBER

Travel Writing (WTL)
Paperback £9.99
9781529402599
B Format 240 pages
Ebook 9781529402605
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

OCTOBER

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £9.99
9781529416084
B Format 448 pages
Ebook 9781529416091
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

OCTOBER

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA),
Science Fiction (FL)
Paperback £9.99
9781787471634
B Format 480 pages
Ebook 9781787471603
Not for Sale: USA & CAN

DEAD END STREET

TREVOR WOOD

The third and final crime thriller in the
acclaimed Jimmy Mullen Series.
A group of vigilantes are harassing the
homeless. Jimmy is approached by his
friend Gadge, who wants to confront the
people behind it. Jimmy is reluctant at first,
but when Gadge is attacked, he takes to
the streets to find the perpetrators.

533: A BOOK OF DAYS
CEES NOOTEBOOM

Translated by Laura Watkinson

533 days in the life of a great writer.
The fruits of 533 days of writing on the
island of Menorca, from one of the great
European writers. Reading this book is
like having an extraordinary conversation
with an extraordinary mind.
‘A bejewelled mosaic’
Financial Times

PAPERBACKS | SEPTEMBER  OCTOBER

SEPTEMBER

THE REINDEER
HUNTERS

LARS MYTTING

Translated by Deborah Dawkin

The second in a thrilling historical
trilogy.
The follow-up to The Bell in the Lake,
a Times Historical Fiction Book of the
Month, by the author of Sixteen Trees
of the Somme and Norwegian Wood.

OUR CHILD OF
TWO WORLDS

STEPHEN COX

When Cory’s people come for him,
it will break his mother’s heart.
Molly and Gene Myers rescued Cory
and kept him safe from those who wanted
to use his remarkable knowledge and
power for their own ends.
Now Cory’s people are coming, and only
they possess the knowledge to fight off the
incoming invaders.
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PAPERBACKS | OCTOBER  NOVEMBER

OCTOBER

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £9.99
9781529413359
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781529413342
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

OCTOBER

Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781529415704
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529415681
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

NOVEMBER

Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781529408287
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781529408270
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

NOVEMBER

European History (HBJD),
Albania (1DVWA)
Paperback £12.99
9781529411478
B Format 320 pages
Ebook 9781529411485
Not For Sale: USA & CAN
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FRIENDSHIP

LARS SAABYE CHRISTENSEN

Translated by Don Bartlett

An epic Norwegian family trilogy for
readers of Elena Ferrante.
In 1950s Oslo a collection of characters
navigate the post-war world and its new
freedoms. A beautifully orchestrated story
about people and their dreams, about
social conventions, personal constraints
and what it takes to have the courage to
realise oneself.

A KILLING IN NOVEMBER

SIMON MASON

‘[A] terrific crime novel’ Mick Herron
A Killing in November is an Oxford-set
crime series of surprising twists, troubled
pasts and a dynamic duo who are
brought together by a mysterious murder
investigation.

I AM THE TIGER

JOHN AJVIDE LINDQVIST

Translated by Marlaine Delargy

A biting supernatural horror from the
author of the International Bestseller
Let the Right One In.
I Am the Tiger is the culmination of the
series that began with I Am Behind You
and I Always Find You. John Ajvide
Lindqvist spins the crime novel into the
realm of the supernatural, as forces
beyond human control infiltrate the
suburbs of Stockholm.

MUD SWEETER
THAN HONEY

MARGO REJMER

Translated by Zosia Krasodomska-Jones
and Antonia Lloyd-Jones

An award-winning account of life
under a brutal totalitarian dictatorship.
Opens a window onto a terrifying period
in Albania’s history. A gripping work of
reportage and a necessary and unique
portrait of a nation. With an introduction
by Tony Barber.
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